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ill 
Ab tract 
Localized Electro-Depo ition (LED) i now highly receiving scienti ts and researchers 
attent ion for it advantages 0 er con entional fabrication techniques. These advantages 
include impl icity of the setup thu reduc ing the overal l  fabrication cost, capabi l i ty of 
pr ducing 20 and 3 D  high a pect ratio micro tructures and its abi l i ty to fabricate 
micro tructure from various raw materials .  Effort now are tak ing place in order to 
standardize the fabrication by LED to develop a commerc ial setup that i s  capable  of 
producing complex microstructures which, in tum, can be integrated in di fferent 
appl ication inc luding microelectronics, microelectrochemical systems (MEMS)  and 
en or appl icat ion . The standardization process is performed by studying and 
optim izing al l  the parameters that control the LED process. In order to expand the current 
LED capabi l i ties, this research thesis is investigating the feasibi l ity of fabricat ing alTay of 
microstructure . These micro scale structmes can be used as antenna arrays in ultra high 
frequency appl ications and also can be integrated in mechanical microsystems. 
In thi work two LED fabrication algorithms were introduced and compared to produce 
arrays of micro scale features: serial deposition and paral lel  deposition. In serial 
deposition algorithm, the conventional single tip m icroelectrode is  used to real ize high 
aspect ratio array elements by fabricating them serial ly  ( i .e. element by element), whi le in  
the paral lel  deposition algorithm; the same array is fabricated by using multi-tip array 
rnicroelectrode where the array microstructmes are fabricated s imultaneously (al l  array 
elements grow in  paral le l  fashion). The effects of microelectrode tip material ,  t ip 
geometry and the used electrolyte (raw material ) on the LED fabrication process are also 
presented. 
The new fabrication technology tested in this work enables the advancement of antennas 
for the upper GHz range. By implementing the paral lel  deposition technique out l ined in 
this thesi , the resolution and repeatabi l ity w i l l  be enhanced and the required fabrication 
t ime of a microsystem wi l l  be shorter thus enhancing the overal l production rate. 
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1 . ]  licrofabrication Overvie, 
ci nti t ,  ear ag , were con inced that fabrication must be perfonned in a smaller 
cale that i in the range of micrometer and nanometer cale in order to maximize the 
proce Sll1g peed of the electronic components and microprocessors. Efforts around the 
globe taJied to enhaJ1ce and create new fabrication capabilities that were unimaginable 
with the traditional technologies, which are suffering from several drawbacks and 
limitations. An increa ing d mand to fabricate microstructures that can be integrated in 
microele tronics, micro systems and microelectromechanical devices was of great 
influence to tart discovering new microscale machining opportunities. As a result of 
the e efforts, new tool and techniques to produce microscale I D, 2D and 3 D  structures 
have come to reality. The tenn "microstruchlre" has been used to denote physical devices 
with minimum dimension much smaller than those of devices such as bipolar or field­
effect transistors (FET) used in logic or memory circuits. 
in order to comply with the new technologies that are evolving in many applications as: 
microelectronics, medicine, bioengineering and communication, the optimal fabrication 
technique suitable for microscale machining must be reliable, able to produce repeatable 
high aspect ratio micro tructures with complex geometry features in 2 D  and 3 D  space, 
produce microstructures from different raw materials, fabricate microstructures with high 
production rate and must be relatively cheap in order to be commercialized for public 
use. 
For years, there were a variety of fabrication techniques capable of producing 
microstructures and devices suitable for different challenging applications. LIGA, 
photolithography, electro discharge machining and laser enhanced chemical vapour 
deposition are some of these technologies. However, The repaid development of the 
microelectromechanical systems and their applications and the need for a more advanced 
microscale components in electronics, medicine and communication have led to expand 
the scientific research further in order to develop new fabrication techniques with 
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excel lent capabi l i tie or to enhance the curr nt fabrication techniques that have reached 
their ultimate throughput . 
t the beginning, microfabrication has tarted by implementing microelectronics 
fabrication technique . The tructures produced u ing microelectronics teclmologies were 
larg ly of Iow a pect ratio (height to width ratio), often l im i ted to the use of si l icon, 
equipment ar general ly expen i e and uffering from long development time [ 1 ] . As a 
re ult, the ne d for independent techniques to support the rapidly growing 
microelectromechanical ystems (MEMS)  and other microscale and nanoscale devices 
and their application ha led to i nvent innovat ive fabrication technologies to overcome 
the drawbacks of the microel ectronics fabrication technology. 
1 .2 History of IHicrofabrication 
Lithography technique was used to fabricate sol id-state devices of l im ited resolution in 
1 950s u ing the p lanar process for mass production. Research then turned to enhance the 
fabrication proce s to improve the resolution. By the nearly 1 960s, l ithography had 
progressed to the point where integrated c ircuits w ith m in imum device l i ne width of 5 1lm 
were mass-produced using primari l y  optical- l i thography tools and photographic emuls ion 
rna k. Improvement of the photoresist material used in l i thography process then took 
place to enhance the resolution further. Few years later West inghouse developed the first 
Resonant Gate FET. I n  1 970, a bulk etched si l icon wafers were used as pressure sensors. 
Later In 1 982, Kurt publ ished "Si l icon as Structural Material".  Electrostatic and comp 
drivers and micro position ing disk drive heads were the first actuators produced by 
microfabrication [2]. What considered as a revolution in the research and development of 
microfabrication industry started in the 80's and 90's of the last century. In 1 960s, the 
minimum dimensions were typical ly  5 11m; anything below 111m was considered a 
"microstructure". Today, the min imum size of production devices is down to 1 11m or less, 
consequently the ternl "microstructures" impl ies devices with dimensions that can reach 
to O. lllm or less [31. S talting from the 90s, various microsystems started to appear for the 
first time including micropumps, micromotors, microgears and microsensors. 
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F r man year , filcr tructure \ ere l imited to 2-D structures. That wa due to the fact 
that carly fabricati n technique wer borrowed from the microelectronics industry, uch 
a photol i thography, \V t and dry etch ing and thin fi lm deposition, which are OJiginal ly 2-
D proce Re earch effort then tumed trying to invent new micromachi ning 
technique with broad capabi l it i  s al lowing a third dimension to be real ized. L IGA, 
de tro di charge machining and la er enhanced chemical vapour deposition are ome 
examples of the recently developed techniques uitable for 3D micromachining. 
Moreover, microfablication nowadays i s  not restricted to si l icon; m icrostructures from 
metals polymers, ceramics, semiconductors diamond glasses, and even organic  
ub tance can be produced using one of several avai lable micro fabrication techniques 
[4). v hat helped al 0 i s  that many organizations, e pecia l ly in the US, ha e al located 
re earch grants to accelerate the microfabrication technologies and improve the rel iabi l i ty 
and performance of the micromachining techniques. Nowadays microfabrication is  a 
science of i tsel f, the awareness of this field is now increasing as i ts appl ications almost 
tart to enter every aspect of the modem i ndustry. 
1 .3 l\licrofabrication Applications and Benefits 
From nano cale to m i l l iscale, microstructures are now playing an important rule i n  
instrumentation and microelectronics [ 5 ] ,  high-speed processors, medicine, vehicle 
accelerometers and sensors, surve i l l ance and communication [6] . Micromachining 
contributed to other wide range of appl icat ions as in  m icrorobotics [7 ] ,  l i fe sciences [8 ] ­
[9] , integrated hydro- and thermodynamics micro systems [ 1 0]- [ 1 1 ]  and antenna elements 
work ing in Gigahertz and Terahertz ranges [ 1 2] - [ 1 5). 
Microfabrication technologies have resulted in an interdisc ip l inary field cal led MEMS, 
which stands for M icro-E lectro-Mechan ical Systems. M E MS are integrated microparts 
inc luding mechanical elements, sensors, actuator and electronics on a substrate 
fabricated using any of several micromachining technologies available. M icropumps and 
micromotors are some examples of what microfabrication can offer to MEMS.  In their 
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tum, EM have recenl ly being u ed in many indu trie tart ing from automobi le  to 
defen e and medical indu tries. Appl ications of the e de ices are emerging in a wide 
variety of indu trie uch a : pre ure, temperature, chemical and vibration sensors l ight 
reOector , witche , accelerometers ( for airbags pacemaker and games), m icroactuators 
fI r data torage and reacl/write head , al l -optical witches, and consumer products 
(thenn i  ter of al l k ind ) [ 1 6] .  MEM also involved in biological appl ication as 
8i MEM , which ha the growth rate within MEMS market as in biosensors. Biosen ors 
are u ed a tools to man ipulate biomolecules, particularly, for drug discovery and 
del ivery [ 1 7] ,  a an example, MEMS ba ed biosensors can be used for intravenous blood 
pre sur monitor [ 1 6] .  MEMS also started to be a major component in the mi l itary 
appl ications with primary goal to develop the technology to merge sensing, actuating and 
c mputing in order to real ize new systems that bring enhanced levels of perception 
control, and performance to weapons systems and batt lefield environments [ 1 8 ] .  
104 AppJications o f  Electrochemical Microfabricatiol1 
Electrochemical depo it ion (plating) i s  the oldest industrial appl ication of an 
electrochemical reaction . Both electroplating and electroless plating processes deposit 
pure metals or al loys from metal l ic ions in solution. Plating also can alter the deposit's 
ele trical, mechan ical magnetic properties, brightness, color, and resistance to corrosion. 
Storage, packaging, device fabrication, and several other aspects of microelectronics have 
been affected by electrochemical processing. E lectrochemical microfabrication has 
advanced each Ie el of microelectronic packaging [ 1 9]. 
Copper wiring, i ntroduced by I B M  in  1 997, uses low-cost electrolytic plating. Copper 
re istance is 40% less than aluminum wires leading to faster microprocessors. Also 
electroplating i s  used for fabrication of copper chip interconnections, void-free deposits 
in interconnection trenches can be real ized by electrodeposition. Internal wiring in the 
chip becomes very complex in multichip modules. In conjunction with high-aspect-ratio 
l ithography, electrochemical microfabrication offers the possib i l i ty of readi ly  producing 
thick conductors with lateral dimensions in  the sub micrometer range if required [ 1 9] .  
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Electroplated magnetic material that ar u ed in torage technology are also another 
appl ication.G r electro hemical microfabrication. The add ition of impurities to nickel- iron 
al loys in a control l  d manner and fabrication of laminated materials by electroplating 
ha\e led to impro ed magnetic and related propert ies [ 1 9] .  
I n  electrochemical m icrofabrication, 3 D  high a pect rat io structures can b e  real ized which 
in  tum could be integrated together to fonn a 3D micropart suitable for MEMS 
appl i  ations. 
1.5 Micro tructu rin g  Tec h n iques 
Microstructuring or microfabrication techniques original ly  were borrowed from the 
microelectronics industry. The use of a mask to produce a pattern on a desired substrate 
was the standard technique used for long time. Nowadays, various m icromachining 
technologie are being used which have different capabi l i ties and also suffer from 
different drawbacks. Early fabrication were based on producing 2-D m icrostructures, 
however. several technologies have recent ly proven a strong promise to fabricate 
tandalone 3-D microstructures. However sti l l  there is a l im ited success in fabricating 
arbitrary 3-D objects by using a standardized inexpensive technology that can produce 
desired m icrostructures with a massive rate. Based on the methodology used, 
microfabrication technologies can be c lassified as: photol i thography related techniques 
(ex .  L IGA); material removal techniques (ex. Excimer Laser Beams and Electro 
Discharge Machining) and deposition material techniques (ex .  Laser Assisted Chemical 
Vapour Deposition and E lectrochemical Deposition). 
In photolithography related techniques, a mask is used to represent a cel1ain geometry 
that w i l l  be transferred to a s i l icon wafer as shown in figure 1 . 1. General ly, in the 
photol i thography techniques, S i02 barrier layer is deposited on the si l icon wafer after the 
cleaning processes is finished. Then the photoresist layer is added to the surface of the 
wafer. The user can apply two types of photoresist layers: positive or negative 
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photore i t. The UV po ure of the ample wi l l  change the chemical structure of the 
photore i t u ed and make it oluble in a de eloper olution. Depending on the type of 
the photore i t u ed, the re ul tant structure on the wafer can be ei ther be the same as that 
f th rna k (as in the c ase of positive photore ist) or it can be the negative or the inverse 
verS1 n of the ma k (as the ca e of negative photoresist). For positive resists, the resist is  
expo ed with l ight wherever the underlying material is  to be removed. In  these 
re ist , exposure to the UV l ight changes the chemical structure of the resist so that i t  
becomes more soluble in the developer. The exposed resist is  then washed away by the 
developer o lution, leaving windows of the bare underlying material . In other words, 
"whate er shows, goes". The mask, therefore, contains an exact copy of the pattern, 
which is to remain on the wafer. Negative resists behave in j ust the opposite manner. 
E po me to the UV l ight causes the negative resist to become polymerized, and more 
difficult to dissolve. Therefore the negative resist remains on the smface wherever it i s  
exposed, and the developer solution removes only  the unexposed portions. Masks used 
for negat ive photoresist, therefore, contain the inverse (or photographic "negative") of the 
pattern to be transferred. Figure 1 . 1  shows the pattern differences generated from the use 
of positive and negative resist [20] . 
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Figure 1 . 1 : A schematic diagram i l l ustrating the photolithography process [20] 
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Material removal techniques are widely used technologies in the fabrication of 
microelectronics components. These techn iques, which are nonnal ly  cal led, etching 
processes are based on using a chemical react ion or other means to construct 
micro tructures. Dry vacuum processes for thin- fi lm etch ing are based on plasma-assisted 
processes and inc lude ion etching, plasma etching, and reactive ion etch ing ( R I E) .  Ion 
etch ing is a physical process while plasma etch ing involves a chemical reaction. Reactive 
ion etching is  considered as a combination between the two. Dry-etching techniques are 
used for prec ision etch ing of thin fi lms involving very smal l  amounts of material 
removal . In the case of wet chemical etching, it involves removal of the unwanted 
material by exposure of the workpiece to an etch ant [2 1 ] . The exposed material is 
oxidized by the reactivity of the etch ant to yield reaction products that are transported 
from the surface by the medium. Chemical etching converts a sol id insoluble material to 
a soluble fonn by dissolving the extended lattice of metal atoms so that these atoms can 
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enter the olut ion a oluble compounds [2 1 ] .  comparison of dry and wet thin-fi lm 
h wn in table 1 . 1 .  In other teclmique , ul traviolet laser l ight can be 
u ed to tligger the material remo al proce ses as in the case of Excimer Laser 
Micromachining. 
Table 1 . 1 :  Comparison betwe n etching techniques [2 1 ] . 
Dry Etching Wet etching 
Etching Factors Ion R I E  Chemical E lectrochemical etching 
Driving Force P lasma Reactive gases Etch ing External current solution 
Environment Vacuum Vacuum Acidic/Alkal ine Most ly neutral solutions salt solution 
Rate I OOA/min I OOOA/min l�min  l Ofl/min  
Selectivity Poor H igh H igh High 
afety and environmental Low ModeratelH igh H igh Low concerns 
Monitoring and control Some Some M any Few Issues 
Cost H igh H igh Moderate Low 
In depo ition material techniques, the microdeposition requires the abi l i ty to move the 
microparticle and fuse them with a suitable energy source. A valiety of materials can be 
used to create m icroparts where most advanced techniques use l aser as the source to fuse 
or sinter the material m icropoweder. Copper al1d gold for example are widely used in 
microdeposition techniques. On the other hand, I ron al1d steels are good to construct 
functional parts but suffer from h igh melt ing temperature l im itation. Chemical vapor 
deposition technique uses metals al1d ceramics whi le in laser assisted chemical deposition 
carbon is used to create carbon fibers [ 17 ] . 
Deposition techniques vary also in  the mechanism used to construct a m icropart. In  the 
case of electrochemical deposition, an external ly appl ied potential on a tip of sharp 
needl e  or m icroelectrode immersed c lose to a conducting substrate in al1 electrolyte 
sol ut ion is used to generate a local ized electrical field, which wi l l  activate an oxidization­
reduction chemical reaction in the electrolytic cel l and yield a deposit ion of the desired 
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i n cry tal pre ent in the electrolyte on the substrate. Whi le  in the case of Laser assisted 
chemical vapor deposit ion LCVD, a J aser is u ed as a heat ource to selectively deposit 
on material . hape depo it ion model ing ( S DM) i s  u ing also a laser source system with 
feeding of the micropowder is  accompl i hed using an u l trasonic micropowder feeder. 
Thin patterns of dry powder can be cladded by a l aser beam .  In SDM technique, the laser 
wa\'elength mu t be aried according to the material used [17 ] .  
ome o f  the common techniques in  each category wi l l  b e  out l ined below. A comparison 
between the ad antage and disadvantages of each of these technologies is presented as a 
guide to compare between the capabi l i t ies of these technologies to fabricate 
microstructures. 
1 .5 . 1  L IGA 
In  1 978  extremely high aspect ratios were attained in  polymethyl methacrylate by a 
process cal led L IGA, which stands from the German words ( Lithographie, 
G alvanofounnung, Abformung) [22 ] .  Uti l i zi ng that the X-ray has a low absorption and 
diffraction, synchrotron radiation for deep exposure, around several hundred 
micrometers, is used. As a result, the resolution is submicrometer and the produced 
aspect ratio wa around 1 000 [4] . A schematic for LIGA process is shown i n  figure 1.2 .  
The X-rays from a synchrotron source i s  used to h i t  a thick X-ray sensitive photoresist 
layer, then the resist is  developed and the resultant pattern is then electroplated with 
metaL The metal structures produced can be the fmal product or it can be as a universal 
mold, which can be fi l led using another material that can't be electroplated as polymers 
to produce p lastic-made structure. A Poor man ' s  L IGA is also a common technique 
where thick resist is  exposed to UV l ight which enab les an i ncrease in  the aspect ratio to 
reach 1200 )1m with the SU-8 epoxy based resist [4] .  
The shortcoming of the LIGA process i s  that the outcome structure has a lateral features 
but with less control on the depth features. This can be partia l ly solved by performing 
multi fabricat ion steps or layers to add to the depth features. However, this may scarify 
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the a pect ratio, \ hich i maximized u ing thick layer in tead of using small tep sizes 
[I]. Another major drawback o[ the L lGA proce s is the need [or a short-wavelength 
col l imated -ray source l ike a ynchrotron [23]. 
� ......- ,.-.-.. . 
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o Photoresi t eed la er DMetal o ubstrate Molded Plastic 
Figure 1 .2 :  Out l ine of the micromolding process using LIGA technology. (a) Photoresist 
patterning (b) electroplating of metal (c) resist removal and (d) molded plastic 
components [23]. 
1 .5.2 Excimer Laser Micromach in ing  
The nan1e of  th i s  technique (The Excimer, exited dimer) came from the using of  a 
diatomic molecule such as N2 as the las ing source. A schematic for this process is  
out l ined in  figure 1.3. The advantages of this technique originated from the relatively 
wide beams of ultraviolet l aser l ight used. S ince the wavelength of the excimer lasers are 
compatible with the chemical bond energies in organic compounds, these lasers can be 
used in  the micromachining of organic  materials l ike polymers and plastics. Also the 
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material c lo e to the area f intere t wi l l  not be affected by heating which can cause a 
igni ficant deformation for the organic material . 
In  this technique, by pul ing the laser source on and off, the organic material wi l l  be 
remm ed d pending on the material properties, pul e length and the intensity of the laser 
l ight. The number of pul e wi l l  control the depth of the cut in the material, which can 
reach hundred of microns. t ructures with ertical and tapered sides can be realized 
u ing thi technique by u ing a mask im i l ar to the photolithography-based mask . 
Mask 
Laser Pulses 
After remo i ng of the mask, 
organic structure with 





Figure 1 . 3 :  A schematic diagram i l lustrating the Excimer Laser M icromachining process 
1 .5 .3 M icro E lectro Discharge Mach in ing  (Micro-EDM) 
Micro Electro Discharge Machining i s  a h ighly repetitive technique to manufacture 
complex 3-D structures, holes and shafts wi th high degree of accuracy. Being di fferent 
from other techniques, M icro-EDM is based on the use of an electrical spark generated 
between the E D M  electrode and the work piece separated by a gap fi l led with a certain 
dielectric fluid l ike oi l .  The result ing heat w i l l  melt  smal l amount of material on both the 
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01 electrode and the w rk p Iece.  The erosi e fluid wi l l  remove some of the melted 
material and the remain ing mat rial wi l l  ol idify on the e le  trodes. By using a very high 
frequency to generate the park and a programmed trajectory of the EDM electrode, one 
can accurately machine complex 3-D structur with high a pect ratios. It is however 
imp rtant to control the gap between the electrode and the work p iece and to keep the 
park energy mal l in the range of 1O-7J in order to get accurate machining with 
acceptable urface fini  h .  M icro-EDM can be u ed to cut and machine hard mateJials 
uch a tee I and arbides. The drawback of thi teclmique is that it is only used for 
conducti e and semi -conductive materials .  
1 .5.4 Laser Assisted Chemical Vapour Deposit ion ( LCVD) 
The chemical vapour deposition is  based on the use of two gases that react with each 
other in a chamber where a heat source is present. The outcome react ion wi l l  cause a 
pha e tran fonnation from the gas to the l iquid and to the sol id phase or a direct 
transfonnation of the phase from gas to sol id .  By using a focused laser beam as the 
ource of heat and by moving the substrate in a certain trajectory whi le maintaining the 
laser focu ed on the tip of the deposited structure a local ized deposition wi l l  take place 
and 3-D complex structures can be real ized. The growth rate in the LCV D technique is  
nonnal ly  Ie  s than 1 00)lmls in case of a small-diameter amorphous boron fiber < 20)lm at 
low chamber pressure, but it can be significant ly increased by using high chamber 
pre sure. Also LCVD process is capable  to produce freestanding m icrostructure from the 
apour phase. To construct 3 -D microstructures by LCVD, two-beam setup is needed. 
1.5.5 l\1 icro Stereo Lithography 
The advantage of th is  technique i s  that it  i s  capable of manufacturi ng a curved surface of 
even dielectric materials .  This technique solves the shortcomings of L IGA and Micro 
Electrical Discharge M achining ( Micro-EDM).  The Micro Stereo Lithography techn ique 
was presented by K ikuta and K H i rowatari in 1 993 .  A schematic i l lustrating this process 
is shown in  figure 1 .4 .  The teclmique mechanism is to repeatingly sol idi fying a resin 
layer by layer using UV exposure [4] . Structures l ike the three-pipe connection and 
hel ical springs are some examples of what M icro Stereo Lithography can do. Although 
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thi technique uffer from 1m er re olution it has been shown to be complementary to 
L lG becau e of it geometrical n xibi l ity. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1 .4 :  Microstereol ithography: (a) a schematic of the process (b) a fabricated sample 
u ing Micro tereol i thography techn ique. Sources :  (a) Intel l igent Manufacturing Systems 
Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering, POSTECH, Pohang, Korea. (b) 
brekely x lab http://x lab.me.brekely.edu 
1.5.6 Laser-Guided Di rect-'''rite ( LDGW) and Flow-Gu ided Direct-Write 
(FGDW) 
LGDW and FGDW are l aser-based processes for dispensing and processing l iquid and 
col loidal materials on i rtual ly  any ubstrate. I n  both methods, an atomizer is  used to 
produce a dense mist of droplets that contains the material . The particles are fed into 
ei ther the laser- or flow-guided deposit ion devices and focused by a narrow l aser beam. 
I n  LGDW the part ic les wi l l  travel a distance up to few centimeters into a hol low optical 
fiber to al low the l ight and part ic les to pass together towards the substrate. The deposit ion 
rate c an reach 1 0000 partic les per second. In FGDW an aerosol-assist method is used to 
increase the veloc ity of the particles [ 1 7] .  
1.5.7 Laser-induced Forward Transfer ( L I FT) 
In  thi s  method, a pulsed laser source is  used to transfer the desired material from a target 
to the desired location on the substrate. A target material is kept close to a laser 
tran parent substrate. Low-pressure gas or ambient air can be used in this technique. A 
vaporization of the target material wi l l  take place as a result of the laser source. Some of 
the material on the target wi l l  be expel led away towards the substrate at h igh speed as a 
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re ult of th high apor pr ure. M i  ture of ol id and melt wi l l  be ejected from the target 
and hi t the recei er ub trate [ 1 7] .  
1.5.8 bape Depo ition M odel ing  (S DM) 
DM ha been used to bu i ld  comple 3 D  macroshapes. Th i  technique can be used to 
rabricate microparts. In a DM setup, a la er-based setup is used. The feeding of 
micr powder i cam d by u ing an ul trasonic micropowder feeder. The main advantage 
of u ing thi powder feeder j that the powder is driven to the feeding tip of the capi l l ary 
tube by friction and adhe i e for es rather than gravity. Thin pattems of dry powder c an 
be c ladd d by a l aser beam. Different laser wavelength is needed according to the 
material u ed. A computer control led three-axi s  microstage within a 30nm resolution and 
a peed of up to 200 mmls is u ed. The pul ed laser can be controlled to obtain precise 
c ladding and machining. A camera may be used to monitor the whole process [ 1 7] .  
1.5.9 Local ized Electrodeposition ( L E D) 
The proce involves local ized electrochemical deposition of the desired ions on a 
substrate. The t ip of a sharp pointed electrode is placed in a plating sol ution and brought 
near the surface of a substrate where deposition wi l l  occur [ 1 ] . A schematic for the 
proce s is shown i n  figure 1 . 5 .  Upon deposition, an electric field potential is appl ied 
beh een the electrode tip and the substrate through the electrolyte solution. This wi l l  lead 
to an oxidation reaction at the electrode tip, and material deposit ion resulted from the 
reduction reaction occurring at the substrate [24] . S ince the resulted electrical field wi l l  
be  local ized to  the  area under the  electrode tip, the extension of the deposi ted material, 
which wi l l  grow under the tip, is  l imited to the dimension of the electrode tip diameter. 
The electrode motion in the space with respect to the substrate wi l l  detennine the form of 
the 3 D  deposi ted structure. Various structures can be real ized using this technique l ike 
straight copper columns, hel ical structures or even wal ls  and boundaries. 
Various phenomena affect the deposition process inc luding mass transport electron 
transfer elec trical  potent ial ,  chemical potential, and crystal growth [ 1 ] .  A model for the 
deposition process is avai lable in l i terature [ 1 ] . In this technology, the deposition rate can 
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be veral mlcrom ter per econd. Compared to the other techniques, which have 
l im itation on the ariety of material that can be u ed; th range of materials that can be 
dep sited u i ng this technique i \ ide contain ing metal and emiconductors and even 
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Figure l . 5 :  LED princ iple. (a) An i l lustration of a typical LED arrangement 
demon trat ing the main aspects of the process operation. (b) SEM image of a copper 
micro-column deposited by LED [24) .  
1 .5 . 1 0  Electrochemical Fabrica tion ( E FAB) 
EF AB i s  based on i nstant mask technology. The cross sections layers of the microdevice 
are bui l t  l ayer by l ayer. Using an electrolyte between a cathode and an anode an instant 
mask is  brought in contact with the substrate. Deposit ion wi l l  selectively occur on the 
substrate and perfonn the fi rst layer. F i l l er that can be removed chemical ly later is  then 
added and the next l ayer is  bui l t  again. This process is  repeated l ayer by layer unti l the 
[mal shape of the microdevice is  assembled.  The layer thickness can be control led from 2 
to 20 /lm; hence, it i s  capable  of producing substantial ly large microparts. Some 
structures l ike 24-layered nickel structures are real ized with geometrical features reach 
25/lffi [ 1 7] .  In figure l .6 below, some of the rnicroparts machined by different 
micromachining techniques are shown. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 1 .6 :  Microstructures made by different microfabrication techniques. (a) SEM 
image of 1 0* 1 0  array fabricated by electrical discharge machining from titanium al loy 
[25 ] .  (b) Boron rnicrospring made by LCVD [ 1 7] .  (c) 24-layered nickel structure bui l t  
using EF AB [ 1 7] .  (d) Microspring fabricated by Local ized Electrochemical Deposition 
[ 1  ] .  
1 .6 Comparison Between the Microfabrication Techn iques 
In tabl e  1 .2 ,  a general comparison between various micromachining technologies is 
shown. L I GA process suffers from the geometry freedom related to the difficulty in 
real izing structures with depth detai ls .  However, it is  considered as accurate process with 
excel lent abi l i ty to fabricate microstructures of minimal dimension having h igh aspect 
ratio features. LIGA has a long l ist of materials that can be used ranging from metals to 
polymers and ceramics. 
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tching technologie accuracy i moderate compared t LIGA. It suffer from that the 
tructure ar of lo\: a pe t ratio. Iso there is Ie freedom on the geometry to be 
fabricated and the range of raw material that can be used. However, the resolution of this 
technique i moderate and comparable to that in LIG . 
Eximer la r an be u ed to fabricate tructures from metals, polymers and ceramics. The 
main di advantages of this te hnique ar the minimum dimension that can be fabricated 
and the accuracy of the technique is less than that in L IGA. M icrostereol ithography is  
po r technique in tenns of the material used since it can be used only with polymers. On 
the other hand, there is a great fle ib i l ity for this technique to fabricate structures with 
high a pect ratio and it is  relati e ly fle ible to fabricate 3D microstructures. 
The accuracy, m inimal dimen ion and roughness of M icro-EDM technique are moderate 
but the fabri ated geometry has a good aspect ratio with flex ibi l ity on the geometry. 
Metal , erniconductors and ceramic can be used for this technique but not polymers. On 
the other hand, LCVD is able to produce high aspect ratio structures with moderate 
minimal dimension. However, the accuracy of the technique i less than that in L IGA. 
Polymers and ceramics calmot be u ed by LCVD. 
Table 1 .2 :  Comparison between micromachi ning technologies [26] 
Minimal Aspect Geometrical . .  Technology D' . Accuracy R ' F ed Roughness FeasIble Materials ImenSlOn aho re om 
L1GA ++ ++ ++ +- + metals. polymers, ceram ic matenals 
Etcbing +- + + 
metals, 
semiconuuctors 
E x ci mer- +- + metal , polymers, 
laser ceramic matenals 
l icro tereo -(+) 
l i tbograpb) 
-(+-) ++ ++ polymers 
metals, 
l icro ED 1 + + ++ ++ + semiconuuctors, 
ceram ics 
LCVD + + ++ ++ + 
metals, 
semiconductor 
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I n  table 1 . 3 ,  a pec iuc compari on between various depo ition technologie i s  shown. 
The te hnologie are categ rized for the comparison purposes in this table according to 
the material used in the rabrication proce s the type of substrate used and the al tematives 
of material that are pos ible to be deposited. Another comparison between various 
dcp iti n technique is hown in table 1 .4 where the criteria for the comparison are the 
ad\ antage and di advantage of the technique in  general . 
It is c lear from the compari on table  shown that a certain fabrication technique may have 
advantage ov r ther techniques but also may suffer from certain l im itations. For 
e ample ome deposition t chniques have a l imitation on the type of the material used. I t  
is  shown in the table that EFAB fabrication technique is  concemed with the fabrication 
of metal tructures whi le  the fabrication using local ized electro-deposition (LE D) can 
yield structure from various materials ranging from metals, metal al loys, semiconductors 
and e en conducting polymers. Also, the e fablication techniques have some variations 
on the type of the substrate that can be used in the deposition process. The type of ions 
that can be deposited on the ubstrate is  also varying. For example, selective l aser 
micro entring uses onl y  Fe partic les whi le local ized electrochemical deposition has a 
wide range of ions that can be candidates for deposition. 
From the table 1 .4 compared with other deposition techniques, one can observe that 
local ized electrochemical deposition is considered as simple, i nexpensive, reproducible 
and damage free technique. It does not need a mask to generate the desired geometry. 
However, the l imitations shown in the table  regarding the resolution of the deposition, 
which depends on the electrode tip diameter, c an be solved by using a mult i  tip array of 
variable tip diameter. Although the electrolyte needed in the electrochemical cel l must 
contain conductive ions l ike copper or nickel, many materials can be deposited even the 
conductive polymers recently developed. 
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Table 1 .3 :  Material u d in the variou m icrodepo it in techniques [ 1 7] 
Depo i t ion u b  t ra t el l a terial  t h at Depo i t iOll met h od P rec u r  o r  M a t e r i a l  
m a terial  cou l d  be deposited 
Laser-assisted shape Copper Alummum Metal l ic powder 
deposition Stamle s tecl 
manufactunng ( 0 I )  
'\lru'k less mesoscale E l ectronic S i l i con. glass, Metals, conductor . 
Panicle- materials depo Itlon materials pia t iCS. melal . fernle and p Iymers 
PO\\ der ceramics Metal l i c  powder 
Sclectl\ e laser mlcro- Fe particles Fe 
smlen ng 
M tal , p I ystyrene, 
Laser gUided direct wrl t mg Polystyrene G las , SI blOmatenals 
(LGDW) 
Laser as, I ted chemical CrO�, Cr�COJ. CrO�C I!,  W(CO)6' Metals, mctal a l loys, 
\ apour depOSitIOn ( LCVO) W, Fe.Ni, SI, A l  Fe(CO)s, N I(CO)., sem lcondu tors 
SICI  •• SIH.  
Chemical I(CH h ,  
LocahlCd electrochemical AI, Au, Pt, Cu (C7H 7)�F6' Au Metals. metal al loys, 
depo.ltlOn (L ECO) conductmg polymer , 
�emi -conductors 
L I FT Cu S I ,  glass Metals, simple 0 Ides 
Others Metals 
I E F  B Ag, Au,  N i, Ag Metal ,  ceramic, olass 
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Table 1 .4 :  ompan on  between deposition technique [ 1 7] 
Deposition Process Advantages DisadY a n t ages 
Laser-a . •  isted hape ComblOe the additive and subtractive processes ControUing powder flow 
deposIt ion SU itable to build 3 D  helerogeneous stmctures rate 
manu fact unng Po Sible to create functionally and geomelncally 
complex meso- and nlicrofabncallOn ( D M )  ould depo I t  a Wide vanety of materials 
A I ITIed at cmcial midsize components • Llmitallons on the aspect 
1a k les. mesoscale DepOSit on low-temperature substrate rullo and 3D application 
material depo i t ion Flexible and effective I I tgh-quahty Ihin film 
Particles 
Wilh excellent edge definJllon 
powder Fiber Intenor provides a shield from the extel11al Reflecl lvity of light IS nol 
LGDW and FGDW environment for the pat11c1es total as in the solid fibers. 
Ie Low cost and wil l  deposit virtually any matelial Limitat lOllS in palticie s ize 
With m icrometer scale accuracy 
I- The source and the deposition regions are 
Isolated fi'om each other 
Select i ve la er I- Could control the accuracy by conlrolling the • The surface of the part is 
microsentering foc us o[ the laser 
always porous 
I- Not geometlY sensitive 
I- No additional support IS used. 
Laser a sisted 
chemical \'apour Capabil ity of producing highly dense and pure • Chemical and safety materials hazards caused by the use 
depo i l ion ( L C V D )  � Produces unifonn films with good oftoxic, con-OSlve, 
reproducibility and adheSIOn at reasonably high flammable and/or 
deposition rate explOSive gas 
• Flexibil ity of uSlIlg a wide range of chemical · Difficult to deposit 
precursors mullicomponent materials 
With well-controlled 
I stoichiometry 
Chemical The use of a more 
sophisticated reactor and 
vacuum system tends to 
increase the cost of 
fablicatlon 
local ized � They are sllnple, inexpensive, and reproducible 
electrochemical and damage free. Resolution depends on the 
deposit ion (LECD) t>.l askless deposition of materials 
lip dianleter of tJle 
electrode. 
Materials that conduct 
electricity can only be 
deposited 
EFAB I t  can produce any three-dimensional sllucture. · It  is l imited to the 
� It can be operated under ordinary room deposition of conductors 
conditions It IS  a slow process. 
L I FT � Easy to btllid 3-dimenstional slluctures • Apphcable to only limited 
� Fablication of complex m icro- and sub- range of matelials 
Others micropattems The precise control of the 
� Potential of LIFT [or fablicating microstructures distance between target and 
onlO nonplanar surfaces. receiver is crucial 
Quahty of depo ited 
structures depends 
clitically on the 
thenTIophyisical property 
of the matenal 
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Local ized Electrodepo i tion (LED) can compete with other techn iques to fabricate high 
aspect rat io 3-D microstructure along with attractive cost. Howe er, sti l l  (LED) 
tc hnique i under dey lopment and up to this time, there is no commercial (LED) setup 
avai lable. Effort are taking place in order to standardize the process and optimizing the 
parameter that are affecting it utcome whi le expanding the technique capabi l i t ies. In  
the fol lowing chapt r the LED fabrication process is  de c ribed and the process 
parameter are discu sed. 
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Chapter 2 :  
Localized E lectro-Deposition ( L E D) 
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2 . 1 I n t roduction 
De elop d and accelerated in 1 995 by Madden and Hunter, L cal ized Electro-Deposition 
( LE D) or ometimes re� rred as Localized Electrochemical Deposition (LECD) technique 
ha incr asingly attracted the researchers' attention for i ts capab i l i t ies in the field of 
micromachining and microdevice that can be uti l ized in arious appl ications in the 
microelectronic indu try. Also, the tremendous and rapid development of the field of 
microelectromechanical system (MEMS) gave a great boost to the micromachining 
e perts and c ientist to de elop micromachining techn iques and tools  with various 
capabi l ities to cope with the increased complexity of structures needed by different 
appl ications of MEMS l ike microactuators microgears and m icroengines. Compared 
with the other m icrofabrication techniques that original ly  c ame from microelectronics 
industry, LED technique has proved to be able to fabricate 2D and 3D microstructures 
with high aspect ratios (height to width) while using simple and inexpensive setup. 
Another advantage is that the LED process is c lassified as maskl ess fabrication 
technique, which penui ts the fabrication of the micropart to be accompl ished in one stage 
process. These mentioned advantages are considered major issues when deal ing with high 
commercial production rates. Moreover and on the l ight of the lack of geometrical 
detai ls  i n  the structures fabricated by the traditional m icro fabricat ion techniques, when 
implementing a carefully control led LED system, the freedom of fabri cating complex 
geometries w i l l  be expanded by addi ng lateral and depth geometrical detai l s  to the 
m icrostructure. Another advantage of using LED is that i t  can be used to fabricate 
microstructures and microparts from different materials ranging from metals to 
conducting polymers and semiconductors .  
A l l  of these attract ive proprieties of the fabrication by LED gave the researchers an 
opportunity to come up with a superior and simple machining setup that can fabricate 
various 3 D  microstructures with unl imi ted capabi l it ies. However, LED is sti l l  under 
development, up to this time, there is no stand-alone LED setup that is avai lable in the 
market for commerc ial use. Global research efforts are taking place in research 
laboratories in order to enhance and standardize the LED fabrication technology. 
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2.2 Theory of L E D  
A .  Concept o f  operation 
In a general electrochemical depo it ion technique, a cathode and anode are immersed in 
an ele trolyte lution containing the material ion that wi l l  be deposited (e.g.  Cu +2) .  A 
potent ial i then appl ied between the anode and the cathode causing a cun-ent to flow in  
the lectrochemical cel l  which, in tum, 0 id izes the desired ions present in the electrolyte 
and causes depo it ion of the oxidized ions on the cathode or the substrate. E lectroplat ing 
technology i a wel l-known appl ication for electrochemical deposition techn.ique. 
However, in local ized electrochemical deposition technique, a sharp electrode normal ly  
made from platinum ( Pt) wire, representing the anode is  immersed very c lose to  a 
conducting substrate, repre enting the cathode, i n  an electrolyte path containing the 
material ion of interest as shown in figure 2 . 1 .  The sharp electrode, or often-cal led 
microelectrode, is  isolated by an epoxy or glass material in al l d irections except at i ts tip. 
By applying a potential between the electrode and the substrate, electric field wi l l  be 
generated causing a faradic cunent to flow through the electro lyte and results in an 
oxidization reaction at the microelectrode tip and a reduction reaction causing deposition 
of the metal ions at the substrate [27 ] .  In the electrochemical cell shown in figure 2 . 1  
below, copper sulphate solution i s  used i n  order to bui ld  structures made from copper 
material . The oxid.ization reaction at the t ip wi l l  result  in extra electrons that wi l l  be 
attracted to the Cu +2 ions present 111 the cel l .  Because onl y the tip of the electrode i s  
exposed i n  the electrochemical cel l ,  a concentrated high intensity electric  field wi l l  take 
place only i n  the area beneath the electrode tip and causes a localization of the ions 
deposition to the desired location on the substrate surface. The equations model ing the 
process are: 
+ l o t H 2 0 � 2 H + 2e - + �  2 
2 
Cu +2 + 2e- ---j> Cu � 
@ The E lectrodelElectrolyte Surface 
@ The Substrate 
(l Glass 
H O � O  2 2 
� __ - C u , ====�-
Metal substrate ,I � 
C u  SO.. __ / 
----� -
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Figure 2 . 1 :  hematic for the LED deposition at a clo e distance between the electrode 
tip and the conducting ub trate [27) .  
The mechani m of depo i tion is control led by the electrical double layer and ion 
migration. In the pre ence of the appl ied potent ial ,  the electric charges located on the 
urface of the electrode and the ion in the electrolyte make electrical double  layer. The 
anions ar adsorbed on the metal electrode surface by chemical ly  mutual reaction. This is 
cal led pec ific ad orpt ion, the locu of the electrical centers of the spec ifical ly adsorbed 
anions is cal led inner Helmholtz plane ( IH P) [28 ) .  Cations are hydrated by the water 
molecule . Water molecule al 0 adsorbs at metal electrode surface. Therefore, solvated 
cations can approach the metal surface only to a distance of about two water molecules 
size. The locu of centers of these neare t solvated cations is defined outer Helmholtz 
p lane (OHP) [28] . The region from metal surface to O H P  makes the compact double  
layer and i ts  thickness is about 3 AO. The region from OHP to ions layer that electrical ly 
distributed in bulk electrolyte by charged electrode makes d iffuse double layer. The 
thickness of the di ffuse double  layer depends on the total ionic concentration in the 
solution. This electrical double layer has s imi lar propert ies with that of a capaci tor in 
electrical c ircuit .  The copper ion is  moved to d iffuse double l ayer by electrical migration 
that is caused by the polarized metal substrate. Copper ion reaches O H P  by diffusion 
caused by concentration difference, and i t  is  deposited on copper substrate after getting 
over the activation energy barrier [28] ,  copper ions are then crystal l ized and the structure 
begins to grow. A schematic of the deposition mechanism is shown in figures 2 .2  and 2 .3  
below. 
DOl.ble layer 
Co p e l I 3.yer 
dOL. 'Ie byer ---1-
C) So l ·/ent n o le cl. le 
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Figure 2 .2 :  A schematic i l lustrati ng the concept of the double layer a t  the 
electrode lelectrolyte interface [28] . 
EleCTica l  
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Figure 2 . 3 :  A schematic i l l ustrating the deposi tion of the copper ions on the 
conducti ng sub trate [28 ] .  
As the deposition grows in  the vertical direction, the reaction current wi l l  increase 
because of the decrease in the resistance of the electrol yte surrounding the electrode. The 
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urrent wil l  reach it max lmun1 alue once touched the electrode tip. The deposition rate 
in thi ca i proportional to the deposition current that wil l  act as an eye on the 
continuit and progres ion of the deposition. Whi le monitoring the deposition rate, the 
clectrod i then moved in a pred fined 1 0, 2D or 3D traj ectory with respect to the 
ub trate. The technique u ed in a typical LED etup is  to measure or estimate the 
depo ition current above \ hich a suffic ient deposition wi l l  take place, this value is  
recorded as a process deposition threshold. B ased on this threshold value and the value of 
the instantaneou deposit ion current a comparator is  used to tligger the posi tioner system 
holding the electrode in order to move from the surface of the substrate or the surface of 
the newly bui l t  tructure along the desired trajectory. 
One important parameter in this process is the contro l  of the speed withdrawal away from 
the sub trate in order to maintain acceptable gap thickness between the t ip of the 
electrode and the deposited surface. This gap should not be large mak ing the tip being 
away from the structure surface, which may cause a discontinuity in  the deposition 
proce s .  On the other hand the gap should be kept not too smal l  causing ions crystals to 
block the electrode tip from the cell electrolyte. Whi le  moving the electrode in the space 
away from the substrate, this traj ectory can be programmed so that the deposition beneath 
the electrode can result  i nto the fabrication of the desired structure as shown in figures 
2.4.b and 2 .5 .  
I t  is  worth noting that duri ng the chemical reaction and deposition process, some extra 
components w i l l  affect the deposition process l ike the air bubbles resulted from the 
oxidizat ion react ion at the electrode tip as shown in figure 2 . 1 shown above. These 
bubbles can have a significant effect  in slowing down the deposition rate and sometimes 
blocking the electrolyte away from the electrode tip. Optimal control l ing of the appl ied 
potent ial can min imize the effect of this phenomenon on the deposition process. 
( �  �) 
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Figure 2.4: (a) chematic for the Local ized E lectrodeposition ( LED)  process (b) A nickel 
pring made by LED [ 1 ] . 
The outcome of the microfabrication by LED process can be a various range of structures 
from I D  veliical microcolumn and wal ls  to square, rectangular el l iptical and other 2 D  
tructure a well as 3 D  st11.lctures l i ke helical hapes and springs as shown in figure 2 .4.b .  
\Vhen u ing one electrode in  the fabrication process, the structure resol ution wil l  be 
l imi ted by the electrode diameter. Thickness i ssue may be control led by using mult iple 
harp electrodes with di fferent tip diameters bundled together or by using single 
microelectrode contain ing more than one tip having di fferent diameter sizes (array 
microelectrode). During the fabrication process, these tips in the array c an be 
independently toggled on or off using a control algorithm depending on the thickness of 
the desired sect ion or m icropart. 
Various parameters affect the deposition process in the electrochemical cel l including: 
mass transport, electron transport, e lectrical potential ,  chemical potent ial and crystal 
grow1h [ 1 ] . The understanding of these parameters on the deposition process is wel l 
establ ished in l iterature [ I ] . Essential ly, an ion must have enough energy to transport 
through the bulk electrolyte and reach the electrode/solution interface, overcome the 
potential barrier at the interface, receive an electron to neutral ize as an atom and 
incorporate i tsel f within the crystal of other atoms reduced from the electrolyte. In this 
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, ne f e\ ent , rna tran port and charg transfer are general ly  the l imiting factor of 
depo it ion rate. Charge tran fer i direct ly affected by the appl ied potential, and for 
typical electric potential u ed in  LED, charge transfer rate greatly exceed that of mass 
tran p rt thus lea Lng it a the rate d termining proce s. In figure 2 .5 ,  some deposited 
tructure fabricated by LED are shown. 
Figure 2.5 (a)-(d): Column structures fabricated by Local ized Electro-Deposition ( LED) 
[27] ,  [ I ] , [29] .  
B. M athematical  m odel ing  of LED p rocess 
The abi l ity to model the fabrication by LED process wi l l  certainly lead to enhance the 
technology and contribute to the optimization of the process, which ensures a proper 
fabrication of the deslred microstructure in terms of repeatabi l i ty, accuracy and 
resolution. By using a s imulation model ,  various parameters affect ing the fabrication rate 
and the characteristics of the deposition profile can be studied. 
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mentioned arl ier, the mas tran port is  the factor that determine the deposition rate. 
The mechani m that determine the rna s lran port profi le  are the diffusion, which i s  
dri,  en  by  the concentrat ion gradient con e tion, which is driven by  the pres ure gradient 
(natural and for ed convection), and migration, which i driven by electric potential 
gradIent. I 0, the pre ence of an external magnet ic field founded to affect the flow of 
the de trolyte and influence th depo it ion proce s ha been studied in [30] .  
In  L E D  proce , the migrat ion force, which is  proport ional to the appl ied electric fi led, 
dominate ; the normal CUITent den ity can be determined as a special case of Ohm ' s  law: 
J == (JE 
n n 2 . 1 
where in is the deposit ion current density nonnal to the surface (A m-2), cr is the 
electrolyte conductivity (.0- 1 m- I ), and En is the component of the electric field intensity 
(Vim) norrnal to the deposition urface. In LED process containing dynamic flow, Olun's 
law c an be extended to account for the convection and induction mechan isms that might 
affect the process giving the ful l  fonn of Ohm's  law: 
2 .2  
where uq is  the flow veloci ty (m S- I ) of the depositing species contributing to convection 
transport, Pq is the species density (g m-
3 ) and B is  the intensity of the appl ied magnetic 
field (T) .  A more general equation taking the account of diffusion which can be the 
proce s l im it ing factor in situations where the spacing between the tip and the substrate is 
mal l compared to the tip diameter, this equation is  a modified version of Nemst-P lank 
equation tak ing the effect of magnetic intensity that might be present in  the process: 
2 .3 
where D is the diffusion coeffic ient (m2 S- I ) of the deposit ing species within the q 
electrolyte, Cq is the concentration (mol m-
3) of the deposit ing species in the electrolyte 
solution, z is the number of electrons in the deposition reaction, F i s  a Faraday (96 500 q 
), R is the gas constant (8 .3 1 4  J mor l K I ), and T is the absolute temperature ( K) .  
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In l i terature, droIt w re carried to simulate the deposition growth by computing the 
e lectrical field which i proportional to the depo ition c urrent as hown in equation 2 .3  . 
. Proce re o lu t ion 
The re olution of th LED process i mainly determined by two factors: the minimum 
dimen ion that can be fabricated and the minimum spacing between the adjacent 
tructure in order to a oid 0 edapping. The minimum dimension that can be fabricated 
is l im ited to the tip diameter. In order to detennine the resolution, it was found in the 
l iteratur that the value of SIR is  a measure of the resol ution of the process, where S 
tand for the deposit radius at hal f  maximum and R is the t ip-apex radius of curvature 
related to the electrode geometry thus h igher value of SIR indicates lower resolution. 
Although the deposit ion extent can be confined to an area determined by the tip rad ius, 
unde i red deposition outside such an area wou ld occur due to stray field l ines coupling to 
the sub trute from the t ip edge and sides. Thus to prevent adj acent structures from 
contact ing, it was detem1ined from the calculations done in l iterature that a minimum 
pac ing of at least 6R from the centers of two adj acent structures would be required 
where R is the radius of the t ip.  It is also found that by decreas ing the spacing between 
the t ip and the deposit surface and by reducing the insulation material surrounding the 
t ip; the resol ution of the process wi l l  be enl1anced [24 ] .  The effect of the t ip insulat ion on 
the deposition profile was studied in l iterature [24] .  
D. Process repeatabi l ity 
The repeatab i l ity of the LED process is  related to the success rate of the deposition 
process. In any experiment of LED, fai lure may happen due to the disturbance of the 
proce s caused by the air bubbles generated at the surface t ip which wi l l  reduce the 
amount of the electrolyte coming to the t ip and will act as an i nsulation between the tip 
and the deposit surface, as a result, air bubbles cause a significant reduction in  the 
deposit ion rate. A lso the fai lure may happen due to the misalignment i ssues between the 
tip and the deposit end at any time in  the process, especia l ly, the fai lure rate i s  higher 
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when the ub trate and the electrode urface are not al igned in i t ia l ly (at the beginn ing of 
the d po it ion). A mentioned earl ier and in order to en ure a proper performance, the 
erlapped area between the tip and the deposit end mu t be maximized during the whole 
proce . Becau e of the large in u lation around th t ip it  is  hard to maintain this 
maximum ov rlapped area e pecia l ly during a 3 -D fabrication where the microelectrode 
ha to move in a predefined 3 D  trajectory. 
In l iterature a proposed solution for the first issue was to control the distance between the 
ele trode tip and the deposit surface by uti l izing an adaptive feedback control algorithm. 
I n  thi wa the withdrawal peed is set in proport ional to the detected current gradient 
thu maintaining a constant deposition rate during the process, which wi l l  enhance the 
repeatabi l ity of the LED process [24] . 
E. Process au tomation 
Two important i ssues are related to the process automation : the ini tial placement of the 
tip c lo  e to the desired location on substrate and the abi l ity to track and determine the 
in tantaneous location of the deposit. The first issue is very critical . I t  is  found that the 
success rate highly depends on the in i tial positioning. This stage is  performed by 
monitoring the tip c urrent whi le positioning the m icroelectrode c lose to the substrate at 
the desired location using the aid of a m icroscope. The general behavior of the t ip 
current is  as fol lows: when the microelectrode i s  far from the substrate, the d iffusion wi l l  
be constant due to the mass amount of electrolyte avai lable, and the t ip  current wi l l  
remain constant accordingly. As the t ip  approaches the substrate, the current wi l l  be 
reduced due to the less amount of the electrolyte avai lable and also due to the effect of air 
bubbles occupying more volume than the electrolyte. The tip current w i l l  stab i l ize again 
at a certain distance from the tip reaching its m ini mum value. In the l i terature, i t  was 
found that by monitoring the current gradient and not the current i tsel f, one can predict 
the optimum spac ing between the tip and the substrate. When the measured CUlTent 
reaches a constant value c lose to the substrate, the current gradient wi l l  reach a nul l 
value. Thus by monitoring the current gradient, the positioning must be stopped when the 
gradient of the tip current reaches a nu l l  value c lose to the substrate. After this i nitial 
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p iti mng lage, the d p sit ion proce s can tart [24] .  The control l ing code wi l l  
compare the acquired current with the thre hold value set by the user. This threshold 
corre pond to the state " hen enough deposition has occurred underneath the tip. The 
thre hold " alue i a function of the microel ctrode geometry, potential used and the 
ele trolyte (type and concentration) a ai lable in the cel l and must be careful ly  detenn ined 
by the u er prior to tart ing of the deposition. Once this threshold is achieved; the 
control ler wi l l  trigger the po it ioner to move away from the sub trate along the desired 
traj ectory. 
The height of the tip urface depends on the withdrawal increments of the microelectrode 
away [rom the ub trate. The contro l l i ng code wi l l  keep track of these withdrawal 
i ncrements and acc umulate them. Once the accumulated i ncrements reached the desired 
height, the deposi tion process wi l l  be stopped producing the desired microstructure 
deposited on the substrate. 
F. LED current and ant ic ipated capabi l i ties 
Theoretical ly, LED is able to fabricate any microstructure. However, most of the 
pre ious research in  this field was concentrated in  the fabrication of I -D and 2-D 
microstructures. Examples of these possible LED structures inc lude column structures, 
horizontal l ine segments helical structures, vert ical ly crossing l ine segments and vertical 
tube structures. These structures can be used in various appl ications as a simple 
monopole  and helical antennas in communication systems working in  terahertz range, 
real ization of electrical l y  conducting obj ects for integrated c i rcuit  i nterconnects and 
rerouting, microrobotics, and integrated bio- and hydrodynamic m icrosystems. LED has 
proven its capabi l i ty to fabricate 2 D  and 3D high aspect ratio structures from various 
materials l ike nickel and copper. The abi l ity to fabricate 3 D  complex structures is the 
core and the prime requirement for m icroelectromechanical appl ications l ike 
micro motors, micropumps and m icrogears. Currently, various research efforts are taking 
place in order to expand the capabi l ities of the LED processes. The flexibi l i ty, 
repeatabi l i ty, rel i abi l i ty, and accuracy of the technique are the major process parameters 
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that mu t be optim ized in rder to introduce LED a standard fabrication technique 
capable of comp t ing with ad anced high-tech technologies. 
In the l i terature, ome requirement for the de elopment of the LED process were 
identi fied [ 1 1 ] . One of the e requirements is the dynamic control of the tip withdrawal 
mechani m and peed. The optimal contr I mechani m mu t be intell igent to track the 
deposit end and maintain a maximum overlap area between the effective surfaces of the 
tip and the depo it end. The oth r requirement is addressing the m icroelectrode i tself. The 
geometry of the microelectrode celiainly affects the behavior of the deposition process 
and eventual ly controls the final outcome. Al l  of the previous experiments in tillS field 
ha e u ed a non-special ized microelectrode borrowed from other fields l ike scanning 
electrochemical m icro copy (SEeM), neuroscience and biological appl icat ions. These 
microelectrodes are not de igned for LED process and accordingly their performance wi l l  
not be optimwn. Integrated microelectrodes and microelectrode arrays for LED 
appl ication ha e been suggested as possible solution to expand the capabi l it ies of the 
LED proce s .  Howe er, none of these suggest ions was implemented previously. 
In thi thesis work, we are investigating and demonstrating the idea of para l lel deposition 
technique by using mUlti-tip microelectrode or sometimes referred as microelectrode 
array and compare it with the serial deposition techn ique i n  fabricating array 
microstructures. The array microelectrode i s  basical ly a number of independently 
addressable tips separated by a certain distance thus fonni ng a speci fied geometry; these 
tips are sufficiently insulated from each other. Arrays of s imi lar type have been used in 
biosc ience. However, several l im itations prohibited the use of these microelectrodes in 
the LED process including geometry and material l imitations. Also,  some of the arrays 
available were not independently addressable  (al l  of the tips are reading a signal from 
several locat ion and the individual signals are then combined to fonn the final measured 
signal) .  
As an example of a m icroelectrode array, a geometry of 4*4 array (4 rows and 4 
columns) w i l l  contain 1 6  tips that can be activated at the ame time; in this case, 1 6  
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simi lar tructure wil l  be depo i ted in paral lel ,  as it i a 1 6-times repeated deposition 
u ing one ingle-tip microelectrode ( i .e .  serial deposition technique). The relatively large 
in ulation around the m icroelectrode tip (resolution i sue), poor repeatabi l ity (accuracy) 
and long fabrication t ime to produce the array microstructure (production rate) are the 
dra\vback of serial depo ition technique. I t  is expected that the paral lel fabrication wi l l  
enhance the capabi l it ie of the LED proce s and wi l l  reduce the t ime required to produce 
a micro y t m that contains mult i -structure with identical geometries. Also, the effect 
of adjacent tip on each other and a propo ed algori thm for the paral lel deposition are 
pre ented. 
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Chapter 3 :  
Serial/Paral lel Fabrication by LED 
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3. 1 eria l  Oepo i t ion U i n g  i n gle Tip M icroelectrode 
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Previou Iy, 2-D and 3-D tructure ( l ike copper or nickel vertical segment and helices) 
were real iz d by local iz  d e lectrochemical u ing a single tip microelectrode. The 
depo i l ion current is  measured so that i t  wi l l  be an indication on the amount of the 
in tantaneou dep ition taking plac under the microelectrode tip. Once the deposition 
current reache an acceptable thre hold value, the tip is  withdrawn away from the 
ub trate al lowing more de po ition to take place under tile tip. The shape of the final 
t ructure wi l l  [ol lo\v the route or the trajectory of tile tip in the space. DUling this 
procedure, the LED process parameters must be careful ly monitored and implemented; 
for example, the tip w ithdrawal peed must be optimized so that the output of the 
depo ition proce s i a sol id and confined structure. Also the appl ied potent ial, level of 
the depo ition threshold, electrolyte concentration and microelectrode geometry must be 
tudied and optimized in order to fabricate the desired structure without any defects or 
i rregUlarities. 
It i s  known that microfabrication processes can be effectively appl ied to yield a single 
de'· ice or thousands of de ices as in batch processing [3 1 ) . In  LED, possible solut ions for 
this appl ication are to use a single t ip microelectrode and run a serial deposition process 
to fabricate the structures one by one or to use a multi t ip microelectrode and run a 
paral le l  deposition process to fabricate al l  the structures at once. I n  serial deposition 
process, two different algorithms might be adopted to accomplish this fabrication 
requirement: continuous and discrete algorithms. 
In  LED serial deposition technique/discrete algori thm, the master structure is  first 
fabricated at a certain location on the substrate. Once this step is accomplished, the 
electrode is  moved to a new location on the substrate where a copy of the master structure 
\ i l l  be fabricated again and so on. I f  the separation between elements and the structure 
height are programmed, the expected outcome of this algorithm is an array of elements 
ha ing the same/different heights or aspect rat ios separated by a defined distance. The 
drawbacks of this technique are that it is time consuming, poor repeatabi l ity and its 
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re olution (den i ty or the tructure on the ub trate) i l imited by the tip geometry and its 
unowlding insulation. single fai lure in deposit ing one column wi l l  result  i n  a 
complete fai lure in the fabrication of the whole stmcture. This is shown in figure 3 . 1 
belm . 






Figure 3 . 1 :  An i l lustrative schematic of the LED array m icrofabrication by 
SeriallDiscrete Deposition algorithm using single t ip microelectrode. (a) The deposition 
algorithm starts on the first location and fabricate the first structure (a master copy) (b) 
the t ip is then moved to another location and the deposition process is  then repeated again 
to fabricate another stmcture. (c) The process is repeated sequential ly until al l elements in 
the array are fabricated. (d) The anay elements can be of a simi lar height or having 
different heights thus al lowing 3D d iscrete surface real ization. 
On the other hand, in LED serial deposition/continuous algorithm, the fabrication 
algorithm i s  quite d ifferent. A schematic diagram for the process is shown in figure 3 .2 .  
First, the t ip  is brought c lose to the substrate, potential is then appl ied to the t ip  and the 
reaction current is  monitored as in a typical LED process. Once enough deposition is 
achieved under the microelectrode tip, the microelectrode wi l l  not be drawn away from 
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F igure 3 .2 :  An i l lustrative schematic of the LED anay microfablication by 
Serial/continuous deposition algorithm using single tip microelectrode. (a) The deposit ion 
algorithm starts on the first location to fabricate the master structure (b) Once enough 
deposition is  achieved on the master structure, the tip is then moved to another location 
and the deposit ion is  then repeated again for another structure. (c) The process is repeated 
sequential l y  unti l  enough deposition is ach ieved on a l l  the elements in  the array. (d) The 
t ip then moved away from the deposited structure and the deposition wi l l  build up. (e) & 
(f)  the process is then repeated on al l  the elements. (g) The array e lements can be of a 
sim i l ar height or having different heights as shown thus a l lowing 3 D  discrete surface 
real ization. 
the substrate as in the serial deposition/discrete algorithm but i t  wi l l  move to the adj acent 
location where to fabricate the second element of the array. The t ip wi l l  move to a l l  
points where these structures elements wi l l  be fabricated and ensure that enough 
deposition is realized on each location before the tip is drawn away from the substrate. 
Once the whole set of elements in the array ach ieved enough and equal deposition levels 
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the tip i drawn a\vay fr m the ubstrate by a pecified vertical distance (6Z). The whole 
proce i then r peat d again and the whole structure will start to build up. In this 
algorithm the depo ition must be accomplished on all the array elements before the tip 
\ ithdrawal proces tarts. Initially, the array elements will grow together with the same 
height. HO\ ever, the depo ition of a single tip can be stopped or gated on or off at any 
time by the controlling code thus allowing different structures heights. Still this technique 
as the pr vious on suffers from the fact that any failure in depositing a single element at 
an tage will intem.lpt the whole fabrication process. Also this technique is tim e  
con uming a time is wa ted in moving the microelectrode between the desired locations. 
As mentioned earlier, the serial deposition techniques suffer from the poor repeatability, 
long fabrication time and limited to the geometry of the microelectrode. The parameters 
that are affecting the outcome of this fablication algorithm are the conventional 
parameters affecting a typical LED process, mainly: tip diameter, tip geometry, 
electrolyte concentration, tip withdrawal speed and the applied potential. However, 
additional parameters related to the design of the array elements will affect the outcome 
as: the discrete re olution, which is the minimum distance separating any two adjacent 
array elements, the number of the elements in the array and the height of all individual 
array elements. 
3.2 Parallel fabrication us ing Array Tip M icroelectrode 
A new methodology to fabricate array structures using Array Tip Microelectrode is 
presented in this thesis. These array microelectrodes are now widely implemented in the 
biological application especially in neuroscience field for signal recording. The Array Tip 
Microelectrode is basically a mUlti-tip microelectrode containing independently 
addressable tips separated by a certain distances (nonnally equally spaced in the simplest 
design). There is infinite number of geometries that can be constructed using a given 
array design, for example a 4*4 array contains 1 6  tips arranged in 4 rows and 4 columns 
can be used to realize 1 6  microstructures on the same substrate simultaneously. Similarly, 
the same configuration can be used to realize 4 microstructures arranged in 2 rows and 2 
columns by activating only 4 elements in the array. The distance between adjacent array 
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tip wi l l  detennine the maximum re olution of the fablicated structures. In th is the is, we 
are implementing the fabrication of array microstructures by tip array microelectrode 
through u ing the paral le l  depo ition algori thm that can be described as fol lows: 
uppo e we have a 4*4 aJTay. First, the array is brought c lose to the substrate, and then 
the arne p tential i app l ied to al l of the 1 6  tips in the array. The deposition proce s of 
the 1 6  tip i monit red by acquiring the reaction current for each element independent ly 
in  a con entional fabrication by s ingle tip microelectrode. The individual t ip current is 
then compared with a thre hold value set earl ier by the user. Once enough deposition is  
achie\ ed und meath any tip in the array ( t ip current exceeds the threshold),  that spec ific 
element w i l l  be inacti ated by removing the potent ial appl ied to i t  without interrupting 
U1e other active e lements in the array. This m ust be done automatica l ly  by instal l i ng a 
gating mechani  01, which w i l l  act as On/Off switch.  In this mechanism, a transistor is  
u ed as a digital witch. The contro l l ing signal (On/Off) for this switch comes from the 
contro l l ing code to activate or deactivate a specific  tip. The control ler code wi l l  wait for 
the ca e when a l l  the tips are switched off (enough deposition achieved on a l l  concerned 
tip ). Once al l elements achieve enough deposition the potential wi l l  be returned back to 
al l the tips involved in the process and then the positioner is  triggered to pul l  the array 
away from the substrate by a certain di tance (6.z) in the vertical d irection away from the 
ub trate. The whole  proce s i repeated and the active tips w i l l  start depositing on the 
deposited surface produced in the previous stage and so on. This process wi l l  continue 
until the total accumulated increments equal the desired height. A possible output of this 
algorithm i s  1 6  structures of simi l ar heights. Another possible output is  a parabol ic 
structure where the deposited segments have variable heights. The LED setup for paral lel  
depo ition i s  shown in  figure 3 . 3 .  A schematic diagram i l lustrating the process of paral le l  
deposition algorithm is  shown in  the figure 3 .4  below. 
To control the process, an algori thm is  written in LabV IEW, where the user has the 
option to spec i fy the geometry of the desired structure by choosing the elements involved 
in the process, ( for example al l of the 1 6  elements or j ust 8 of them), height of the vertical 
segments (which can be independent ly variable for each segment),  electrode potential ,  
enough deposition threshold  and tip withdrawal speed. F irst the code w i l l  generate the 
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required p tential and end it to the array by the aid of data acquisit ion unit .  Then, the 
code wi l l  keep monitoring ti1e depo ition current of a l l  active tips in the process 
compare them \\ ith the thre hold val ue, isolate tip that achieved enough deposition, 
trigger the actuator to mo e the microelectrode when enough deposition i achie ed on 
all part ic ipat ing tip and r peat the process unt i l  tile accumulated increments equals the 
total de ired height. 
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Figure 3.3: LED setup for paral le l  deposition algori thm, it consists from a microelectrode 
array connected to an array of digital switches. Each tip is independently connected to a 
digital switch. The process is monitored and control led by the Lab V I EW code using the 
aid of a data acquisition unit .  
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Figure 3 .4 :  A schematic i l lustrating the LED array microfabrication by Paral lel  
Depo i tion a1gOlitiun using multi-tip m icroelectrode (4* 1). (a) The deposition algorithm 
starts simultaneou l y on a l l  desired locations. During the process, any tip is swi tched off 
if enough deposition is  achieved under that pec ific tip waiting for the other tips to 
ach ieve aJne deposition level (b)  Once enough deposition is achieved under a l l  array 
tip , the mutl i -t ip microelectrode is  pul led away from the substrate by an amount of I'lz 
(c) the process wi l l  be repeated again thus fabricating array elements of sim i l ar heights 
(d) Also, during the fabrication process aJ1y elements can be switched off pennanent ly  at 
a speci fic height thus al lowing variable structures heights to be real ized 
In this fabrication algorithm, and in  order to ach ieve a confined symmetrical structure, 
the fi nal  deposited structures are expected to be a true copy of the master structure except 
the element height, y hich can be either fixed or variable in  order to construct the final 
discrete surface. Various discrete sillfaces and structures can be achieved using this 
technique, for example a parabol ic dish or hemispherical structure can be constructed 
using this  methodology. A lso some microelectrode arrays can be designed with tips of 
different diaIneter sizes. This wi l l  resu l t  in  microstructures with variable thickness (which 
is contro l led by the tip diaIneter). If we l et the height also to be variable, then structures 
with different aspect ratios can be real ized on the SaIne saInple .  
The deposition rate of paral lel  deposition algorithm using t ip array microelectrode is  
much greater than that of serial deposition algorithm since there is  no t ime wasted to 
move to another location on the substrate and al l  of the structures aJ·e l iving the san1e 
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condition thu enhancing the repeatabi l ity is ue. However, care must be taken in 
de igning a microelectrode alTny such that the elements in the center of the alTay are 
as ured to get en ugh electrolyte. Sometime the tip on the boundaties of the alTay wi l l  
con ume 1110 t of the electrolyte and prevent enough electrolyte [rom reaching the inner 
tip in the alTay. 
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Chapter 4 :  
S ingle and Multi Tip Microelectrodes 
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4 . 1  M icroelectrode 
I f  the geometIic dimen Ion of an electrode b corne ery smal l ,  the behavior of this 
de trode will b di fferent from the behavior of large electrode with in fin i te dimensions. 
The di fference are cau ed by the change in the mas transport which cau e several 
change uch a decrea ed hmic drop of potential, fa t e tabl ishment of steady- tate 
' Ignal, a current increa e due to the increase of the mass transport at the electrode 
boundary and increased ignal to noi e ratio. The beneficial propeli ies of smal l electrodes 
have been recognized since the time of description of the mass transport in the vicinity of 
voltammetlic electrode , but only during the 1 980s, when the development of 
microelectronic industry made it possible to measure low current and to construct smal l -
ize electrodes. The smal l-size electrodes are then used in many appl ications including 
analytical chemi try and biochemi try [32 ] . 
The smal l-size electrode is cal led microelectrode. However, i n  the l iterature, the term 
ul tramicroelectrode is used. It is now conventional ly as umed that the microelectrode has 
dimensions of tens of m icrometers or less. Now carbon mult i -wal l nanotube electrode 
\vith diameter of 1 00nm is found in the l iterature. The microelectrode is fabricated either 
mechanical ly or photol ithographical l y. The microelectrodes are either single tip 
microelectrode or multi-t ip m icroelectrode (microelectrode arrays) .  Some of the most 
common types of electrodes and electrode arrays are shown in figure 4 . 1 .  
4.2 S ingle-Tip  M lcroelectrode 
A typical single-tip microelectrode consists of an insulated microwire of a diameter of 
about few microns usual ly  made from platinum, i ridium, tungsten or their al loys as 
shown in figure 4. 1 .  Normal ly the insulation material is  g lass or polyamide matrix.  
Unfortunately, there is  no specia l ized microelectrode for the LED system. Most of the 
microelectrodes used in this work are borrowed from the neuroscience and biological 
appl ications. However some successful trials were attempted to bui ld a special 
microelectrode for local ized electrochemical deposition process as shown in figure 4 .2 .  
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Figure -+. 1 :  Most important geometries of microelectrodes and microelectrode arrays (a) 
microdi k (b) microring (c) microdisk array (d) l i thographical l y  produced microelectrode 
array (e) m icroband (f) i ngle fiber (microcyl inder) (h)  m icrohemisphere ( i )  fiber array (j )  
interdigitated array [32] . 
, 
Figure 4 .2 :  Single tip microelectrode: 2 5 1lll diameter insulated Pt  wires in a glass matrix .  
The shaft of the microel ectrode is  protected to ease the attachment of the microelectrode 
to an actuator. 
The S ingle Tip M icroelectrode is widely used in the neuron-engineering systems for 
ei ther to transduce neuronal activity into an electrical signal or uses an electrical energy 
to exci te or suppress neuronal activity. S ince neuroscience is deal ing with smal l number 
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for neuron , miniatUlized ele tr d with dimen ion on the cale of neuron are used. 
In the neuro c ience re arch, the appl ication and ti1e type of the specimen to be 
in\'e tigated b th m icroelectrode detennine the geometry of the electrode required. 
The mo t important factor d te1111 in ing the beha ior of an electrode is the mass transport 
in olution in the vicin ity of the electrode. When considering an uncomplicated charge­
tran fer reaction, then the voltammetric current signal is proport ional to the flux of the 
electroacti\ e ub tance to\) ard the ol ution-electrode interface described by Fick ' s  first 
law. Fick' econd la\ des ribes the t ime-dependent changes in the concentration of the 
ub tance amount cau ed by the flux (the potential derivative of the concentration wi th 
respe t to time equal the di ergence of the flux vector) [32 ] . Fick s second law is 
de cribed by:  
ae 
= D!1e 
at 4. 1 
When the electrode potential i s  swi tched from a value at which no electrode reaction 
occur to that corresponding to the l im it ing CWTent of the electrode reaction, then the 
concentration of the electroactive substance at the electrode surface decreases to zero and 
a concentration gradient develops over a certain distance from the electrode surface into 
the bulk of the solution; this distance increases with increa ing electrolysis time. The 
solution volume within the diffusional flux of the substance occurs is tem1ed the 
diffusion l ayer. The fl ux of the substance toward the electrode is  then described by the 
product of the diffusion coeffic ient of the substance, D, and its bulk concentration 
divided by the di ffusion layer thickness, 8.  This quant i ty is  defined for planar semi­
infini te d iffusion, by the relationship :  
5 = JrDt 4.2 
If the electrode geometry is  approximated by the model of an infini tely large planar 
electrode with the substance fl ux perpendicular to the electrode plane, then the flux is  
unifonn over the ent ire e lectrode surface and the substance concentration attains the bulk 
value at  a distance of a few d iffusion layer thickness values. However, the flux is  not 
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uni fonn over the electrode urface due to the edge effect for other geometries [32 ] .  A 
graph indicating the diffu ion layer of  two adjacent electrodes is shown in  figure 4 .3 . 
In the cn e \"hen 8 « r, \ here r i the radiu of the electrode, the electrode can be 
m deled as i n finite electrode model. However, when 8 » r, the edge effect play a 
predominant role, and the di ffusional flux toward the electrode is constant with time but 
inh mogeneou over the electrode surface;  i t  i ncreases with decreasing di stance from the 
electrode edge [32 ] .  
fter uffic ient time, a teady state i s  establ ished for the  electrode of certain geometries 
(planar or spherical) .  Spherical electrode has a simple flux pattern desclibed by the 
fol lowing equation : ( ac(x, t ) J = CO [� + � ] aX x = r  0 r 4.3 
I lacex t ) ) . th . d' C O . h b l k  b . w lere �T' \ �r IS e concentratIon gra lent, IS t e u su stance concentratlOn, r 
the electrode radius. The fir t tenn predominates at hort t ime where 8« r, whi le the 
econd wi l l  predominates at long t ime (8)>r) . It can be seen that the time required to 
reach the steady state phase is strongly dependent on the electrode geometry. Thus, the 
mal leI' the electrode, the shorter the t ime required reach ing steady state. 
In the case of LED system, the electrode is attached to an actuator with a fine resolution. 
onnal ly  a m icro stepper motor with step size of around 30nm is used to move the 
microelectrode in the 3 D  space. The mechanical design of the microelectrode IS  
important i n  order to ease i ts movement in  the 3D space and is  also important to 
minimize the vibrations of the electrode shaft during the fabrication process, which 
certain ly wi l l  affect the accuracy of posit ioning of the m icroelectrode at the desired 
location on the substrate. 
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Figure 4 . 3 : A chematic diagram i l lustrating the concept of d iffusion layer for two 
adjacent electrodes [32 ] .  
I n  general ,  the LED process consists of a metal-electrolyte interface. Metal-electrolyte 
model i complex compared to the ohmic metal-metal model .  An electrode surface can 
be modeled with a capacitance Ce and resistance Re of the metal-electrolyte interface in 
paral lel ,  and a potential Ve dropped across the i nterface in series as shown in the figure 
4.4. The value of  each component depends on the frequency, material ,  electrolyte and 
temperature [ 33 ] .  
Vc. 
Figure 4.4:  General electrical model for the electrode/electrolyte interface [33 ] .  
4.3 M ul ti-Tip Microelectrode (Microelectrode Array) 
The m ult i-t ip microelectrode is  a microelectrode with more than one tip. These t ips can 
be i ndependent ly addressable  ( i .e .  i ndependent signal for each tip) or it  can be an 
extension to one tip (one tip with m ult i  heads). In neuroscience, sometimes they use this 
multi t ip array to record the current from different locations of the sample  then the 
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current pa ing through al l  t ip are added to fonn the measured signal that wi l l  be 
acquir d and analyzed at later tage. In thi study, independently addre sable mult i  t ip 
microelectr de are u ed to rabricate microstructure . A ample of microelectrode alTays 
U\ ailable for neuro ience appl ications were in e tigated in LED process is shown in the 
figure 4 .5 .  nt i l  thi time, commercia l ly there is no special single tip or array 
microelectrode de igned for LED e p riments. We bel ieve that we are the first who 
propo e and u e thi t chnique for microfabrication purposes. 
The rabrication of a mul t i  tip electrode is complex compared to the single tip 
microelectrode. In s ingle t ip microelectrode the po it ioning of the tip in the glass matrix 
i not very important. onnal ly, the locat ion of the tip is  selected to be in the center of 
th urface of the microelectrode. However, i n  the case of multi tip microelectrode, it is 
e ential to maintain a fixed di tance between t ips, which is the case in almost al l of the 
current appl ications of the microelectrodes. For example a 1 6  (2 rows * 8 columns) 
elements array used in neuroscience found in  the l iterature is designed with a fixed 
di tance between the adj acent elements as shown in figure 4 .5 .  Sometimes the fabrication 
technique l imits the minimum distance between the tips. However a gap distance of about 
the tip d iameter or greater can be real ized. The geometry also can be flexible, for 
example, a heptode con i ts of a core tip surrounded with 6 smal ler tips is shown in  
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Figure 4 .5 :  Microelectrode arrays (a) Cross section of a multicore fiber containing 7 Pt!r 
cores. The outer fiber diameter is  about l OOf..lm.  These seven t ips are independent ly  
addres able (b )  a micro copic graph for the real heptode array in part (a). ( c )  Array used 
for chronic recording composed of 2 rows of independently addressable electrodes. 
To operate the microelectrode array in a s imi lar way to a single tip microelectrode, the 
distance between adj acent tips m ust be greater than the diffusion layer. If the d iffusion 
layers overlap as can be seen in the figure 4 .3 ,  then the tips wi l l  i nduce a mutual effect 
and it wi l l  certai nl y affect the final m icrostructure. 
4.4 Preparation of Microelectrodes 
Microelectrodes and their arrays are usual ly  prepared in the laboratory for a gIven 
purpose. The preparation process is not complicated but requires very careful work and 
experience. Some of these approaches are outl ined below: 
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• Microcylindirical lectrode are obtained by eal ing thin metal wire or carbon 
tiber in tapered glas capi l larie (micropipette ) .  The protruded \ i re or fiber i s  
th n cut to  the requi red length. The qual ity f the seal is very important; i t  must 
be tight, air bubble free. Ep xy resins that are most often used for eal ing must 
be c arefully elected to be chemical ly  re i tance and noncontaminating [ 32 ] .  
• Microdi k are mo t ly prepared by fix ing thin metal wi res or carbon fibers 1 11 
tapered gla capi l l arie by carefully melting the glas . The disk is then obtained 
by cutting off the protruded wire or fiber flush with the surface thorough 
pol ish ing of the surface to a min"or- l ike fini h. The qual i ty of the seal and the 
pol i  b ing is important [ 32 ] .  
• Band electrodes can be prepared by eal ing thin metals fi lms into a suitable 
insulator. Photolith ographic techniques are widely used to produce a broad range 
of hape and s izes, both single electrodes and electrode arrays [ 32 ] .  
• M icroelectrode arrays are prepared in  a very simple way by  dispersing 
uffic iently smal l part ic les of a conductive material (usual ly a very fin graphite 
powder) i n  an in ulator. Of course these arrays are poorly defined 
electroc hemical ly. Well-defined alTays are now almo t exc lusively prepared by 
photol ithography [32 ] .  
• Like al l solid electrodes microelectrodes reqUlre sui table pretreatment and 
act ivation prior to measurements. The fi rst step always involves the obtaining of 
smooth surface (usual ly  mechanical pol ishing), fol lowed by chemical or 
electrochemical conditioning, or by the combination of the two [32 ] . 
4.5 Appl ications 
The appl ication of the microelectrodes and microelectrode arrays include: 
• Electrochemical reaction mechanisms and kinetics. The study of react ion 
mec hanisms makes primary use of the decreased resistance and capacitance at 
m icroelectrodes permitt ing the use of various voltammetric techniques with very 
fast potential scans, measurements in a steady state and appl ication of a great 
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\ ariety of 01 ent and upp 11ing electr I yte including sol ents of 1m relative 
pennitti ity values or ample without a upport ing electrolyte added [ 32 ] .  
• Trace el ctrochemical analysis [32 ] . 
• Electrochemical reaction in olution of elY high re i tance. In the absence or at a 
ery low concentration of a upport ing electrolyte, electrochemical in estigations 
can b perf0I111ed on tem of high resistance [ 32 ] .  
• Analytical s n ing. Many en ors for ga eous substance employ microelectrode 
y tem with l iquid or ol id-polymer electrolyte . The main advantage of 
microelectrode here are smal l dimensions, which also pelmit construction of 
mult i  en or arrays [32] .  
• Biosen ors. M icroelectrodes offer advantages over conventional larger working 
electrodes within bio ensors s ince they experience hemispherical solute 
d iffu ional profiles, and it is this phenomenon that can impart stir-independence 
to ensor response, whi l st also offering lowered l imits of detection. Individual 
m icroelectrodes offer very small responses and one approach for overcoming this 
problem i s  to use microelectrode array to al low cumulative and so l arger response 
to be measured [34] .  
• Scanni ng electrochemical m Icroscopy (SECM) .  The SECM techniques are 
becoming an increasingly impo11ant area of microelectrode appl ication for 
i magi ng redox centers present in thin fi lms [32] . 
• Micro arrays can be used in heavy metal detection [ 3 5 ] .  
• M icrofabrication. The single t ip microelectrode i s  used to fabricate high aspect 
ratio m icrostructures. The fabrication of mult i  tip array microelectrode is  
i nvestigated here in  this thesis. 
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L E D  Process Simulation 
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5. 1 imu tation of the depo i t ion proce s 
In order to inve tigate the proce of the paral lel and erial deposition simulation 
analy is \,va perfonn d to tudy the possible outcome of the fabrication proces in case 
f ingle and multi tip micr el clr des. It i wel l known that for the LED pro ess the 
depo ition proG le i proportional to the trength of the electrical field appl ied between the 
tip and the ub trate [27] .  Fir t, the case of a i ngle tip microelectrode wa simulated by 
defining the geometJ and boundaries of the system (microelectrode, sub trate and the 
,urrounding) and then the electric field distribution is calculated numerical ly.  In  the 
imulation, th tip material is  copper and the ubstrate material was copper while the 
urrounding was estimated as vacuum. The tip is  insulated with a glass matrix .  The 
diameter of the tip u ed in simulation was 1 OO�m.  The microelectrode tip was positioned 
5 11m above the ub trate. Due to the fact the streogth of the electric field underneath the 
tip of the microelectrode i proportional to the amount of deposition that may take place; 
the magnitude of the electric field along the ubstrate surface was extracted and plotted. 
To imulate paral lel  depo ition, a microelectrode array composed of a 3 adjacent tips 
made of nickel p laced in  a glass matrix i brought c lose to the copper substrate. The 
diameter of the micro t ips used in imulatioo was I OOl1m and the tip-substrate distance is  
kept 5 11m as in the case of single t ip s imulation. The horizontal distance between the tips 
within the array (center to center) was set to 1 OO�m. The electric field simulation was 
performed using Ansoft software. Ansoft uses finite element method to compute the 
electric field distribution for a defined geometry. I n  this problem, the electric field, which 
i s  representing the deposition profile, was computed at a l l  surfaces and on an imaginary 
l ine placed O. l l1m above the substrate. To study the effect of any mutual coupling 
between array tips, the separation distance between the tips was changed to 200�m and 
40011m, the simulation process was repeated. S imulation results for these cases are 
shown below. 
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The electIic field imulation below wa conducted for the case of t ips potential of 3 . 8V. 
An oft ofu are wa u ed to imulate the magnitude of the electrostatic fields. The 
insulation mateIial urrounding the 25 j..tm copper t ip wa glass perfol11 ing a cyl indrical 
microelectrode of diamet r of 1 000j..tm.  Vacuwn was used to simulate the backgrow1d 
however; this i a simpl ification of the simulation as in the real case the electrolyte is 







Figure 5 . 1 :  E lectric field distIibution i n  the case of single t ip microelectrode, note that the 
electrical field inside the substrate and the electrode is  zero and its maximwn is located 
underneath the t ip .  Also the electrical field i nside the glass matrix is smal l compared to 
the field beneath the t ip .  The t ip d iameter in this c ase is l OO)lm and the t ip potential 
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Figure 5 .2 :  E lectric field computed along an imaginary l ine paral lel to the substrate and 
placed at O. I ).lm above i t .  The maximum of this electric field along the l ine is at the 
middle of the l ine underneath the t ip .  The tip diameter in this case is 1 00).lm and the t ip 
potential equals 3 .8V .  ote that the field extends to about 3000).lm due to fri nging effect. 
It c an be een from figures 5 . 1 and 5.2 that the field is maximum in the area beneath the 
tip (where the field is  local ized) and the field strength is negl igible in the glass matrix 
away from the substrate. Also because they are modeled as perfect conductor, the field 
inside the m icroelectrode t ips and the conduct ing substrate is  zero. In the deposition 
process, the deposited structure wi l l  l ikely take s imi lar profile of figure 5 .2 .  Due to the 
electrical field distribution around the m icroelectrode, the fringing effect is  c lear. The 
fringing effect shown in figures 5 . 1 and 5 . 2  has to do with the geometry of the insulation 
surrounding the array as studied in  the l iterature [36] .  I n  real deposi tion experiment, this 
fringing phenomenon wi l l  result in  a deposit ion of the crystals on the substrate around the 
electrode t ip formi ng a rel atively l arge base compared with the diameter of the t ip.  Tll is 
deposition base is  unwanted and can be minimized by proper design of the 
microelectrode. In the l iterature, it was shown that when the insulation material 
surrounding the t ip is less, the deposited base would be minimized [36] .  
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5.3 M ult i  Tip Microelectrode S i m u lat ion 
In the ca e of mult i  t ip ele trode, 3 t ip of 1 00/lm diameter were used to simulate general 
array mlcr lectrode ge mctry. The di lance between the tips was aried according to the 
ge metry of the u ed microelectrode and the electrical field wa computed for each case 
in a l l  urface and al ng imaginary l ine located O. I /lm above the ubstrate as done in the 
pr \'lOU ection. The tip material was nickel and the insulation material was glas . 
acuum \Va u ed to simulat the background. However, this is a simplification of the 
imulation as in the real case the electrolyte is used in tead of vacuum. The t ip potential 
\ as kept the same a the previoll single t ip case, which was 3 .8V. In the figures 5 .3  to 
5 .  , th electrical field distribution for the microelectrode array is shown. 
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Figure 5 . 3 :  E lectric field distribution in  the case of a mult i  t ip microelectrode separated 
by a distance of 1 . 5 t imes the t ip diameter (center to center, 1 50/lm); note that the 
electrical  field inside the substrate and the electrode tips is  zero. Also the e lectrical field 
inside the glass matrix is smal l compared to the field beneath the tip where i t  is  local ized. 
The tip diameter in this c ase is 1 00/llTI and the t ip potential appl ied equals 3 . 8y' 
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Figure 5 .4 :  E lectric field  computed along i maginary l i ne paral lel to the substrate and 
p laced at 0. 1 �lm abo e i t  in the case of  3 tips microelectrode separated by 1 50�m. The 
maximwn of this electrical field is located underneath the three tips. Note that there is a 
m utual coupl ing between the adjacent tips and the structures almost overlap especia l ly at 
the base. The t ip d iameter in  this case i s  1 00�m and the t ip potential equals 3 . 8V. 
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Figure 5 . 5 :  E l ectrical field d istri bution in  the case of a mult i  t ip microelectrode separated 
by 2 t imes the t ip d iameter (center to center, 200�m); note that the electrical field inside 
the substrate and the electrode t ips is  zero. Also the electrical field inside the gla s matrix 
is  smal l compared to the field beneath the t ip .  The tip diameter in this case is  1 00/lm and 
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Figure 5 .6 :  Electric field computed along imaginary l i ne paral lel to the substrate and 
placed at 0. 1 f.l.m above it in the case of 3 tips microelectrode array separated by 200f.l.m. 
The maximum of this electrical field is along the three tips. Note that there is a mutual 
coupl ing between the adj acent tip, which is  less than the previous case. The tip diameter 
in this ca e is 1 00f.l.m and the t ip potential equals 3 . 8V.  
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F igure 5 .7 :  Electrical field distribution in  the case of a 3 tips microelectrode separated by 
400f.l.m. ote that the electrical field inside the substrate and the electrode tips is zero. 
Also the electrical field i nside the glass matrix is smal l  compared to the field beneath the 
t ip.  The t ip d iameter i n  this case is 1 00f.l.m and the tip potential equals 3 .8V. 
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Figure 5 . 8 :  E lectric field computed along imaginary l i ne paral lel to the substrate and 
p laced at O. I )lm abo e it in the case of 3 tips microelectrode array separated by 400)lm. 
The maximum of this electrical field is along the three t ips of the m icroelectrode array. 
ote that there i s  mutual coupl ing between the adjacent t ips.  This mutual coupl ing is less 
than that in case of separation distance equals 1 50)lm or 200)lm and the structures look 
more independent. The tip diameter in this case is 1 00)lm and the tip potential equals 
3 .8V. 
From the simulation results, i t  is  shown that the deposition profile is  local ized underneath 
the t ip of the m icroelectrode and i ts geometry is mainly control led by the geometry of the 
tip and the surrounding i nsulation. When the tips within the array are separated by 
distance less than 200)lm, the mutual effect of the electric field wi l l  heavi ly affect the 
i ndividual deposited structures. As can be seen in the case when the separation distance is  
1 50)lm (center to center), there is a high degree of overlap between the electrical field 
profiles of the adjacent three tips. I t  i s  expected that in such a case, the tips w i l l  start to 
act as one big t ip and the resulting structures underneath these tips wi l l  tend to have a 
form of one structure having a diameter l arger than a single t ip diameter instead of an 
array of  individual microstructures. This effect is high ly obvious at the init ial stage of the 
deposition process where a wide base wi l l  be fonned first. In order to fabricate a micro 
array with independent structures using paral le l  deposition algorithm, the distance 
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b tween the electrode tip mu t be sufficient to minimize the effect of mutual coupl ing 
e pecial ly  at the init ial stage f the depo it ion proce . We define here the array 
cparation l imit, \-\ hich is defined a the minimwn eparation between the array t ips that 
\\ i l l  cau c a minimum mutual coupl ing of the electric field between the adjacent tips in 
the mi roelectrode alTay in order to fabricate independent micro tructures. This defined 
l imit i a function of the electr de p tential, electrode geometry and the material used. In 
thi  case, th i  l imi t  is  approximately around 4 t ime the t ip diameter, which is  around 
400�lm (center to center) . 
In mult i  t ip microelectrode and paral lel  deposi tion algOlithrn, some tips wi l l  be activated 
and other wi l l  be deactivated. In order to study the effect of the deactivated t ips on the 
e lectric field di tribution, simulat ion analyses were perfomled where 5 tips are used 
instead of 3 tips but 3 of them are activated. It can be shown from the results presented in  
figmes 5 .9  and 5 . 1 0  that the local ization is the same but the extension of the deposition 
base is Ie s, which is considered an added advantage of paral lel deposition. 
F igure 5.9: E lectrical field distribution in the case of a 5 tips microelectrode separated by 
400/lm. Only 3 t ips were act ivated. The tip diameter in  this case is 1 00/lm and the t ip 
potential equals 3 .8V .  
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Figure 5 . 1 0: E lectric field computed along imaginary ] jne paral lel to the substrate and 
placed at 0. 1 1lm above it in the case of 5 tips microelectrode alTay separated by 400llm.  
The potential is  app l ied to  the inner 3 tips whi le maintaining no potential on the other two 
tips. This graph indicates that there is a sl ight change in the profile of the electric field 
due to the presence of other conductors. It Cal1 be shown that the base is  less compared 
with the previous case. The t ip diameter in this case is 1 001l1ll and the t ip potential equals 
3 . 8V. 
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Chapter 6 :  
Experimental Procedures, Results and Discussion 
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6. 1 L E D  etup 
The proce of micro fabricat ion by LED involves the use of a suitable m icroelectrode 
according to th geometry of the de ired microstructure, an electrochemical cel l  fi l led 
ith the electrolyte containing the pec ies to be deposited a conducting substrate where 
the micro truchue wi l l  be bui l t, a highly accw-ate 3 D  actuator to move the m icroelectrode 
array in the 3 D  pace and a control l ing algorithm that wi l l  control the whole fabrication 
pro e . l o in th ca e of paral lel d po i tion, a set of digita l  switches is  used to activate 
or deactivate any t ip in the array at any time. The integration of al l  of these key elements 
fonns the general setup of the LED proces . To visual ly  fol low the fabrication process 
in tantaneously, a microscope with a good zooming capabi l ity is nonnal l y  used. In  
L i terature some researchers us d X-ray to  monitor the m icrostructure growth by  time. 
Using the microscope instead of the X-ray '"'''i l l  keep the advantage of simpl ic i ty of the 
etup t i l l  valid. Also, the microscope wi l l  al low the user to see the air bubbles as a result 
of the oxidization reaction at the t ip surface but the [mal geometry wi l l  not be fol lowed 
by a imple m icroscope as the in it ial  di tance between the t ip  and the substrate is very 
mal l  compared to the microelectrode i nsulation dimension. 
The L E D  setup used in  this work is shown in figures 6 . 1 to 6.3 . 3 -axis picomotors are 
used to hold the m icroelectrode array al lowing it to move in  the space with a resolution of 
about 30ml1. The copper-made substrate is  put in  a hole in  an electrochemical cel l made 
from Teflon. The microelectrode array is  then brought by the aid of the p icomotors to a 
distance very c lose to the substrate. A microscope is used to help in monitoring the init ial  
posit ioning of the microelectrode array close to the substrate. The control l ing code of the 
deposit ion process was written i n  Lab V IEW. The function of the code is  to control the 
parameters of the deposition process l ike t ip voltage, withdrawal speed and height of the 
desi red microstructure. In the foHowing sections, the elements of the LED setup that were 
used are presented in more detai ls .  
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Figure 6 . 1 :  A general photo for the LED setup showing the contro l l ing code written in 
Lab fEW running paral lel depo i t ion experiment. Data acquisition unit  is  used to 
provide the potential required and monitor the deposit ion cun"ent (deposition rate). 
Figure 6 .2 :  LED setup in  this photo, the gating/switching c i rcuit used in paral lel 
deposi tion is shown as wel l as the data acquisition unit  used to acquire the deposition 
current of the array tips. 
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Figure 6.3 : 3-D picomotors ( from ewfocus Inc . )  of resolution about 30nm per step is  
u ed to move the microelectrode array in the space. The movement of the picomotors is  
programmed by Lab V I EW code according to the user requirements. 
6. 1 . 1  Electrode fab rication and preparation 
Several electrode designs were investigated i n  this work; these electrodes were borrowed 
from neuroscience field and designed ori ginal ly  for biological app l ications, as there were 
no microelectrode designed spec ia l ly for LED technique. However, the perf0n11anCe of 
these m icroelectrodes was not promising. Several l imi tations of these microelectrodes 
prohibited a good integration of them in the LED setup. Of these l imi tations: the design 
of some of these microelectrodes is fixed and not flexible either in the geometry side or 
on the material of the m icroelectrode used (t ip and insulation) .  Sometimes the material 
used is not i nert in  the electrolyte used. Another l imi tation is  the high cost of these 
microelectrodes and m icroelectrode arrays and the long t ime required to design and 
fabricate the required geometry. Some of these electrodes were insulated by a non-rigid 
epoxy l ike polyamide matrix, which cause a d ifficulty in  an accurate posi tioning of the 
electrode in  the 3D space. Other types of micro electrodes arrays use a very thjn insulation 
matrix of outer diameter being about 1 00).1m, which compl icates the handl ing and 
integration of these arrays in the LED setup. 
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microelectrode array v as elf-made in the lab by mbedding a number of micro \ ires 
in a glas micropipette. The microwire used in this work were made from copper, nickel 
and p JatinUJ I ridium material in ulated with a thin polyamide layer suppl ied by 
al i fomia Fine Wire Compan . The diameters of the microwire used were 25�lm made 
rr m PUt material a hO\ n in figure 6 . 5 .  Also I OO�m microwires made from copper 
and nickel material v ere u ed. In order to maintain a c lo e distance between the array 
t ip , the micr wire were twisted together prior to in ert ing them in the micropipette. The 
micrO\ ir s \ ere then pul led [rom the side of the glass micropipette ensuring enough wire 
length to work with at a later stage. An adhesive material is then used to fi l l  the 
micropipette from one end. In om case, a super-glue material avai lable 1 11 the 
upermarket was u ed. The adhe ive material was sucked from the other end to ensure 
that the adhesi e material i ful ly fi l l ing the micropipette around the microwires to an 
acceptable  Ie el. In this process, care m ust be taken in order to minimize the chance for 
any air bubble to be present in the micropipette duri ng the sucking of the adhesive 
material . The microelectrode was put a side for about 24 hours unti l  the epoxy material is 
et and well distributed around the microwire . The surface of the microelectrode was 
then c leaned and pol ished. Photos for some of these sel f-made micro arrays are shown in 
figure 6.4.A to 6 .4 .E below were the t ips were made from copper or nickel . Ptllr 
microelectrode i s  shown in  figure 6 .5 .  
Figure 6 .4 .A:  A micro array composed of  two 1 OO�m copper microwires. The microwires 
are insulated by pol yamide material . Only the t ip of the micro wire is exposed at the end 
of the rnicroelectrode. ote the distance between the tips is less than the tip diameter. 
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Figure 6.4.B :  Flower type of copper micro array fabricated by twisting 5 microwires on 
another microwire and then embedding them in a glass micropipette. A glue matrix is  
u ed to fi l l  the volume between the microwires and the irmer diameter of the 
micropipette. The material is copper and the tip diameter is  l OO�m. 
Figure 6.4.C: A micro array of 8-tips made of nickel with t ip diameter equals I OO�m. 
Note that the distance between tips is hard to control by using this an'ay fabrication 
technique. 
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Figure 6 .4 .D:  24 element micro array. Note that there is  almost no touch between the 
elements of the array. The t ip material used here is n ickel with t ip diameter of l OOllm. In 
thi  array, the amount of g lue is  less and the bonding of array elements is improved. 
Figure 6.4 .E :  SEM image of 24 elements micro array made of I OOllm nickel tips inserted 
in a glass micropipette. Note that there is almost no touch between the elements of the 
array. 
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Figure 6. 5 :  55  I ments micro array. The t ip material used here is P latinum/Iridium (P Ir  
900'0- 1 00'0) that is  commonly u ed in the LED technology. The tip diameter is  25 /lm. 
The drawback of  thi imple technique is  that it is  hard to control the di tance between 
the t ip preci ely during the fabricat ion of the microelectrode array. The other l imitation 
of thi fabricat ion methodology is  that i t  is hard to identify the exact location of a 
microwire by j ust looking to the t ip especial ly after c lean ing and pol ishing; thi is  
becau e that the arrangement of the t ips within the microelectrode array is  unknown and 
the t ips are almost randomly distributed in the micropipette. However, the advantage of 
this technique is the low cost and simpl ic i ty of fabrication. In this methodology, the 
microelectrode array was bui lt  in this way to ease the investigation of the paral lel 
microfabrication by array microelectrode, as the microelectrodes avai lable in  the market 
were not suitable for thi purpose. Advanced design and fabrication of the microelectrode 
array with contro l led geometry have to be done at a later stage. 
6. 1 .2 Substrate P reparation 
The substrate used in  the LED technique in this work was made of copper material . The 
substrate was designed with a shaft from one end to ease the removal of the substrate 
from the cel l  when the experiment is finished. Prior to the experiment, the copper 
substrate was c leaned and pol i  hed to a mirror l ike finish. The substrate was then placed 
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in the electrochemical cel l  a hown in the LED setup figure 6 . 1 .  The substrate must be 
placed horizontal l y  0 that it i l l  be paral lel to the t ip urface. Any mi  al ignment in  the 
ub trate \ i l l  l i kely cau e a fai lure in the deposition. It is bel ieved that the success rate of 
the depo il ion e periments i highly dependent on the init ial p lacing of the 
mlcroelectrode on the ub trate. The ub trate \ as connected from the other side to a 
negat i \ e potential \ ith resp ct to the electrode t ip potential .  
6. 1 .3 Electrolyte 
In th is work, the material of interest to be deposited were copper and nickel . As a result, 
th e lectrolytes used in  this work were copper sulphate (CuS04 .5 H20) and nickel 
ulphate ( iS04.6H20). Al 0 some rare earth metals electrolytes were investigated. The 
deposit ion proce s is  dependent on the concentration of the ions in the electro lyte. The 
concentrations used in this tudy were 0.25 and 0 .75 moles. Other materials electrolytes 
can be u ed as LED is a flexible technique able to fabricate microstructures from various 
material . 
6. 1 .4 Picomotors (3-D Actu ator) 
I n  this work, the Model 83 1 0  c losed-loop picomotorH1 actuator ( from Newfocus Inc . )  
was used. This actuator is  ideal for appl ications where c losed-loop control and absolute 
position cal ibration is  required. With an integrated rotary encoder and forward and 
re erse l imi t  switches, this  device offers around 30nm resolution. Two closed-loop 
picomotors were i nstal led in X and Y directions to navigate the array in the space above 
the substrate. Open loop actuator was used in the Z direction. The mot ion of these 
picomotors was automatica l ly  programmed by using LabVIEW with the aid of a special 
hardware driver and control l ibrary suppl ied by the company. These picomotors are 
shown in  the LED setup figures 6 . 1 and 6.3 above. 
6. 1 .5 Switching/Gating Circuit  
The switching/Gating c i rcuit  is shown in figure 6 .2 .  I t  contains 8 digi tal switches 
contro l led by Lab V IEW code. These gating elements are actua l ly  transistors acting as 
digi tal swi tches. The function of this c ircuit is  to switch the array tips on by forwarding 
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the t ip potential coming from the Lab l EW c d (a signed by the user). This i done by 
sending a ignal ( Digital Low) to the transistor ba e. If enough deposition is achieved 
w1demeath a speci fi c  tip, the switching circuit wi l l  switch that tip off and remove its 
potential . The contr \ l ing ignal for these digital switches comes from the Lab VIEW 
code, which either enable or disable these switches ba ed on its deposition perfonnance. 
Lab lEW code is continuou Iy en ing the deposition current for each tip involved in the 
pr e . The cod is  designed to nd an act i  ation ignal ( Digital H igh) to the switch to 
tum it off and isolate it [rom the process if it acme ed enough deposition whi le keeping 
the other witche on. When al l the t ips achieved enough deposition, al l the transistor 
witches wi l l  be disabled and the LabVIEW code wi l l  send an activation signal to trigger 
the picomotor to mo e in the Z-direction. 
6.2 I mplementing the con trol l ing algorith m  by Lab VI EW 
A set of contro l l i ng codes for the LED deposit ion process was written in LabVI EW. The 
fir t code controls the deposition process of a single microcoloumn using single tip 
microelectrode. The control l ing parameters in th i code are: the electrode potential ,  the 
desired column height, the deposition threshold value ( as a reference of the desired 
deposition leve l )  and the withdrawal i ncrement and speed of  the actuator whi le moving 
the microelectrode away from the substrate. Single tip microelectrode was used to real ize 
high a pect ratio structures using this developed code. However, a mutli tip 
microelectrode can be also used to real ize single column by j ust activat ing one tip in the 
array. 
In the second code, the serial deposition algorithm is control led by a et of extra 
parameters, which are: the number of microstructures desired and the di stance between 
them. In the serial deposi tion, the single tip microelectrode was used to deposit more than 
one structure seria l ly. The motion of the microelectrode is programmed to scan al l  the 
locations where the deposit ion is to be real ized on the substrate. When the microelectrode 
achieved enough deposit ion on one locat ion, it moves to the other location and so on. 
Once a l l  the location achieved enough deposition, the tip wi l l  be moved in the vertical 
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direction and th whole proces j repeated again. In th is  algorithm, the micro tructures 
are fabricated serial ly. nother algorithm of s rial depo it ion was also implemented by a 
Lab VI  W code where the micro tructure in the <may are fabricated individual ly (one by 
ne). 
LabV IEW c de \ a al 0 used to control the paral lel depo ition proces with the aid of 
the witching/gat ing c ircuit mentioned above. In the parallel deposition code, the user has 
the freedom to choose which tips in the array to be activated according to the desired 
geometry. LabVIEW wi l l  generate the required microelectrode potential assigned by the 
u er to the tips involved in the process and monitor the deposition current for each of 
the e t ips with the aid of the data acquisition unit .  In itial ly, the activated t ip wi l l  start to 
bui ld the deposition underneath it, based on the thre hold value put by the user in the 
code, the code wi l l  witch a spec ific tip off when enough deposition i s  achieved this 
done by deactivating a digital switch c ircuit  connected in series to each t ip in  the array 
thus d isconnecting the appl ied potential .  The code wi l l  then wait unt i l  al l the tips 
involved in the process achieved enough deposition ( i .e .  the deposition current measured 
is above the threshold value) and that all of tips are switched off. The code wi l l  then put 
the electrode potential  on again on all the involved tips ( to ensure continuity of the 
depo i tion) and trigger the Z-axis picomotor to increment a certain distance in the vert ical 
direction. This increment is a user-defmed variable in  the code. I t  is very important to 
opti mize this value so that there wi l l  be no large gap between the deposit ion surface and 
the array tips which may cause a fai lure in the deposition growth. The user also has the 
freedom to set the withdra\ al peed of the picomotor. Also optimizing the speed of the 
withdrawal has an effect on enhancing the continuity of the deposition. The whole 
process wi l l  be repeated again unt i l  the accumulated increments reach the desired height 
set by the user in the beginning of the process. The expected outcome of this procedure 
is a number of colwnns of equal heights and of a diameter around the tip diameter. 
However the same program can be used if variable segments heights are to be realized 
by switching the code off at a certain stage and isolate a spec ific  tip permanent ly from the 
deposition process when the deposit ion underneath it reached a desired height and 
continue the process with less number of tips. The written Lab V IEW codes contro l l ing 
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the proce are hown in the appendix .  Two other Lab VIEW codes were written to 
upp rt the algorithms abo e. The first code i used to navigate the microelectrode in the 
pace abo e the sub trate. This code was very u eful during the experimental work. The 
econd c de i u ed to a i t in the init ial po it i  n ing of the microelectrode at a distance 
very c 10 e t the ubstrate. 
6.3 L E D  Experiment and Result  
In the LED experiment, a sub trate was pol ished and positioned in the electrochemical 
c II . The microelectrode urface was pol ished and cleaned. A suitable microscope was 
u ed to check that the urfaces of the m icroelectrode tips were c lean . The electrolyte was 
then put in the cel l .  With the aid of the microscope, the microelectrode was positioned 
first at a very close di tance to the substrate; often, it was hard to know the distance 
a curately between the microelectrode and the substrate due to the presence of the 
relatively large glass insulation. To accurately detenuine the optimal position of the 
microelectrode on the substrate, the fol lowing algorithm was fol lowed: 
Fir t the microelectrode was brought away from the substrate and activated by putting 
the de i red voltage on i t, and then, a written LabVIEW code was used to move the 
microelectrode dovm towards the substrate. During this movement the current of the 
reaction was measured and recorded as wel l  as the distance moved towards the substrate. 
The graph of the current against the moved distance was monitored during the process, 
when the m icroelectrode start to be close to the substrate the volume of the electrolyte 
wi l l  be less and thus the measured react ion current wi l l  drop, that current wi l l  then 
stabi l ize to a steady state alue. The distance at which this steady state begins was 
assumed to be zero ( i .e. the tip touches the substrate). If an in itial gap between the tip and 
the substrate is required, then it wi l l  be easy to reverse the motion of the m icroelectrode 
and adjust it to the distance required. I t  is of great importance to posi tion the 
rnicroelectrode accurately in a very close distance to the substrate in order to increase the 
success rate of the deposition. In the figure 6.6, a sample for this calibrat ion is shown for 
the ca e of single tip m icroelectrode and for the ca e of mutl i-t ip m icroelectrode. 
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When the p it ioning proce i [jni hed, the depo it ion process wi l l  start by running the 
Lab lEW code. The deposition wi l l  start and control led by the computer according to the 
de ired geometry and the algori thm to be u ed . A micro cope can be used to monitor the 
reacti n in the cel l .  i r  bubble are used as indication that the deposition process i 
taking place as hO\\l  in figure 6 .7 .  
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Figure 6 .6 .a :  The cal ibrat ion process for init ial positioning of the case of single tip 
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Figure 6.6.b:  The cal ibration process for init ial posl t lOning for the case of multi t ip 
microelectrode. ote that at about 200llm, the microelectrode touches the substrate. Note 
a1 0 that the current of the tips are di fferent according to the location of the tip in the 
array. 
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Figure 6 .7 :  Deposition process as i t  appears by the microscope. Note that the air bubbles 
are u ed a visual indicator that the deposition process on the substrate is taking place. 
6.3. 1 ingle col u mn deposition 
In a ingle column fabrication, a single tip m icroelectrode with tip diameter equals 25�m 
i u ed. The length i s  set to be 400).1m.  From the figure 6 .8 ,  it i s  c lear that LED can 
produce high aspect rat io structures. Here in  this case, the aspect ratio value is about 8. 
ote that the diameter of the column i s  about the 25).1 and almost equal s to the tip 
diam ter. Howe er, this diameter is not constant along the height of the structure; also the 
porosity of the structure is  higher. This i s  due to the fact that the withdrawal speed and 
the \ ertical increment were set to a high value. 
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Figure 6 .8 :  SEM image for a single column m icrostructure made from copper using the 
single tip microelectrode hown in figure 4 .2 ,  the height is  programmed to be 400�m; the 
thicknes of the column equals 25�m, which is about the same as the tip diameter used. 
tated previou ly, the t ip diameter is control l ing the resolut ion of the process. 
However, there is some degree of porosity in the microstructure. In this case the 
withdrawal peed and vert ical increments were set to be high. 
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Figure 6 .9 :  SEM image for a ingle copper colwnn microstructure using the single tip 
microelectrode shown in figure 4.2, the height i s  programmed to be 800)J.m; the thickness 
of the column equals 25 )J.m, which is the same as the tip diameter used. Note the large 
ba e due to the fringing effect of the electrical field generated by the tip. The structure is  
better than the previous one because of the less vertical incremented and withdrawal 
peed used, however, the dian1eter of the structure is sti l l  not constant along the structure. 
In the figure 6 .9, the micro column has a height of about 800)J.m and aspect rat io of about 
1 6 . The structure is almost straight with a large base compared to the tip diameter as 
expected. The porosity is improved as the withdrawal speed and the vertical increment 
\vas less compared to the previous figure. This structure can be used as antenna in the 
GHz range. I f  we consider the fact that the antenna length is proportional to quarter the 
wavelength, then the frequency corresponding to this length (800)J.m) is about 90 GHz. 
However, the geometry of the structure is  not confined along i ts height. 
The tructure shown in figure 6. 1 0  is an improved version of the structures shown in 
figure 6 .8  and 6 .9 .  The structure i confined and symmetrical . The resol ut ion and the 
porosi ty are c learly enhanced. If the same structure wi l l  be used as a radiat ing antenna or 
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transceiver in a micro-electronic y t m it is center frequency wi l l  be of about 1 0 GHz. 
Th withdrawal peed i Ie than th previous cases and the ertical increment was kept 
to O. �m, which maintained a better ituation for the depo i t ion to grow symmetrical ly. 
It i shown that the param ter of the proce mu t be optimized to improve the final 
micro tru ture geometry feature . 
Figure 6 . 1 0: SEM image for a single copper column microstructure using the single t ip 
microelectrode shown in  figure 4 .2 .  The height is  programmed to be 400�m; the 
thickness of the column equals 25�m, which is  the same as the tip diameter used. Note 
the base due to the fringing effect of the electrical field generated by the tip. The structure 
i better than previous structures with the porosity and resolut ion are enhanced. This 
structure is  fabricated by maintain ing fixed 0.5 �m gap between the structure and the t ip.  
6.3.2 Serial deposition using single tip microelectrode 
In figure 6. 1 1 , serial deposition/discrete algori thm was u ed to fabricate an array of 4 
microstructures. In  this algorithm, one structure was fabricated each t ime, and then the 
microelectrode was moved to the next location on the substrate by the aid of the 
picomotors and the written Lab V I EW code. Due to the l arge insulation material 
urrounding the t ip used, the resolution was l imited by the insulation geometry ( i .e .  one 
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can n t fabricate array structure with inter pacing less than the microelectrode 
dimen ion which i nonnal ly  much greater than the tip diameter due to the insulation) .  
The maximwn the insulation that wa achieved wa about 300llm when using a single tip 
in the heptode array hown earl ier in  figure 4 .S .b. Also by implementing serial fablication 
technique, every micro tructure in  th array require a eparate experiment by i tse lf  and 
al l the micr tructure are grown independently. Con equent ly, these 4 microstructures 
are 11 t maintained und r the arne experimental conditions. If any vibrat ions in the 
electrode happened, the positioning of the electrode is changed and the distances between 
the microstructure wi l l  also vary. Also, i f  any m icrostructure fai led to grow under a 
pec ific  t ip the whole geometry wi l l  fai l  and the desired fi nal array wi l l not be produced. 
orne other seria l ly fabricated arrays are shown in figures 6 . 1 2  and 6. 1 3 . 
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Figure 6 . 1 1 : SEM image for 4 microstructures fabricated by serial deposition/discrete 
algorithm. ote the large distance between the microstructures as a result of the 
l imi tation imposed by the large insulation of the tip. The programmed height was l OOllm. 
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Figure 6. 1 2 : SEM image for 2 microstructures fabricated by serial deposition/discrete 
algorithm. ote that the minimum distance between the two tips is control led by the 
electrode insulation geometry. 
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Figure 6 . 1 3 : SEM image for 4 microstructures fabricated by serial deposition/discrete 
algori thm. ote the l arge ba e for the m icrostructures. Ini t ia l ly, al l the structures were 
programmed to have 800�lm heights. The forth one however broken during the 
experiment and the deposition stopped which is one of the drawbacks of the serial 
fabrication technique. 
The other discrete type of serial algorithm technique was also investigated. The single tip 
microelectrode was used to deposit at a certain posit ion on the substrate and once enough 
depo ition took p lace, the microelectrode was moved horizontal l y  to deposit on another 
location after both locations achieved enough deposition the microelectrode was moved 
away vertical ly  by triggering the picomotor Z-axis. The microelectrode then was returned 
back again to its original location and start the process over. This process was control led 
by Lab V I EW code where the user can define the number of array elements required, the 
horizontal distance between them and the total height desired for al l the alTay elements. 
As shown in the figures 6 . 1 4  and 6. 1 5 , al though the two structures wi l l  approximately 
grow together the deposition took a discrete form and the final structure was not 
homogeneous or confined due to the presence of porosi ty. Because of the movement of 
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the 1 ctrode forward and backward between the two tructures, this may ha e affected 
the ac uracy of the po itioning of the microelectrode. Al 0 this methodology takes long 
time due the t ime needed by the micro lectrode to mo e from one location to another. 
Thi t chn ique was found to be t im con umi ng and i ts outcome was not symmetrical and 
the tructure \ ere suffering from high degree of p rosity. The accuracy of the 
pi omotor po i t ioning wa checked experimental ly to investigate the positioning 
di tance error of the microelectrode during thi repeated movement. 
Figure 6 . 1 4 : SEM i mage for a microstructure fabricated by serial deposition/continuous 
algorithm. The outcome of this technique is  a highly porous structure with poor 
symmetry. 
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Figure 6 . 1 5 : SEM i mage for another fai led experiment to fabricate microstructures using 
seriaI!continuou deposition algori thm. 
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6.3.3 Parallel depo it ion by mul t i t ip microelectrode 
e\ eral micr electr de arrays \ ere u ed to real ize paral lel deposited structures. Figures 
6. 1 6  ( - ) how the outcome of ome of these parallel depo it ion experiments. The 
heptode hO\\l  in figure 4 .5  was used to real ize these array microstructures. Howe er, 
due t the ery mall  eparat ion di tance between the array tips (around 7�m), the output 
tru ture i not an aITay of sev ral micro tructures, rather it is a s ingle column with 
diameter larger than the t ip d iameter. I t  can b not iced that the small  distance between the 
tip i not ufficient t real ize independent microstructures. These results agree with the 
imulation pre ented earl ier in chapter 5 .  
Figure 6 . 1 6-A: S E M  image for a fai led experiment of paraJ lel deposition using the array 
in  figure 4 . 5 .  ote at the base, the elements start to have a common large base and then 
grow up. These elements are so c lose to each other and approximately the width of each 





Figure 6 . 1 6-B :  SEM image for a paral lel  deposition by using the heptode shown in figure 
4 .5 .  Al l  of  the 7 tips were activated, Due to the smal l distance between the array 
elements, mutual effect i s  taking place and the output structure i s  not 7 independent 
tructure rather, i t  is  composed of a one-colum n  structure. Note that the width is  greater 
than the tip diameter that is around 7 1lm. These results agree with the simulation results 
pre ented earl ier in  chapter 5. 
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Figure 6 . 1 6-C: SEM image for a paral lel deposition by using the heptode shown i n  figure 
- L5 .  I n  this experiment not all of the heptode tips are active. Only 4 tips were activated. 
ctual ly  the heptode was broken as the fiber containing the tips was very thin .  
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In figure 6 . 1 7  and 6. 1 8, array microstructures were real ized usmg the sel f-made 
microelectr de array. In figure 6 . 1 7 , two m icrostructures separated by l OO/lm are 
fabricated u ing parallel deposition algori thm . The height is programmed to be 200/lm. 
The array u ed to fabricate thes two tructures shown in the comer of figure 6 . 1 8  is a 
t\ 0 tips array made from ni kel microwires of  diameter l OO/lm.  From the figure of the 
array u ed, the eparation between the two t ips is approximately  of around one t ip 
diameter. The re ult in the SEM image matches this fact as shown in the figure below. 
The height of both microstructures was programmed to be 200/lm. 
Figure 6 . 1 7 : SEM image for 2 elements anay microstructures made from copper and 
fabricated by paral lel deposition algorithm using a mult i  t ip array with two-nickel 
elements of I OO).lm diameter shown in the comer. Note the large area at the base. In this 
experiment these two elements are programmed to have the same height .  Note the 
common large base of the two elements as a resul t  of the mutual coupl ing of the field 
generated by the two t ips. Note the distance between the two structures is  l OO).lm, which 
is  the distance between the two tips in  the array. Such a resol ut ion is  not possible using 
the serial deposition algorithm which i l l ustrates the benefits of switching to paral lel 
deposition algorithm. 
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Figure 6 . 1 8 : SEM image for the same array above with the height of about 1 30pm. Note 
that both structures have almost the same height. 
In figure 6. 1 9, a copper microstructure array of 4 elements is fabricated USlflg the 
microelectrode array shown in the comer of the figure. Initia l ly, 5 elements were 
acti ated but later the fi fth element was switched off as it took long time to init iate 
enough deposition. The programmed height was 1 50f.lm. The tips involved in the process 
can be known by a c lose look to the geometry of the array. The parameters of the process 
l i ke the threshold, tip potential and withdrawal speed of the picomotor has to be 
optimized to obtain confined and symmetrical structures. 
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Figure 6. 1 9 : SEM unage for 4 elements array copper microstructures fabricated by 
paral lel deposition algorithm . These structures are fabricated using the 8 t ips array shown 
in the corner where the t ip are made from copper. Note the large area at the base of a 
diameter compared to the electrode tip diameter. Init ia l ly  5 tips were activated but the 
fifth elements excluded later as it took long time to finish deposition. In this experiment 
these elements are programmed to have the same height . Note the tips involved in this 
fabrication c an be known by a c lose look to the tip used. 
In figure 6.20, two-nickel m icrostructures fabricated by paral lel deposition are shown 
using copper tips microelectrode shown in the corner of the figure. Note the knee at the 
m iddle of the two structures due to a l i tt le vibration of the microelectrode. Although the 
height is almost the same, the structure is porous due to the effect of the process 
parameters m ust be optimized further to enhance the structure geometry. 
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Figure 6.20: SEM i mage for two-nickel microstructures fabricated by paral lel deposition. 
Although the height is  almost the same, the structure is porous. As a result  the fabrication 
process parameters m ust be opti mized to improve the geometry of the deposited 
tructure. The programmed height is 500�lm . 
I n  figure 6.2 1 ,  6-nickel m icrostructures were fabricated by paral lel  deposition using a 
microelectrode of 24 n ic kel t ips of d iameters equal 1 00�m as shown in  the comer. Note 
the microstructures are almost of the same height and the diameters of the 
microstructures equal the tip diameter especial l y  in the base section . Sti l l  the resolution 
has to be enhanced further. Note that the structure is  almost porous-free. 
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Figure 6 .2 1 :  S E M  image for 6-nickel nucrostmctures fabricated by paral lel deposi tion 
u ing a microelectrode of 24 n ickel tips of diameters equal 1 00/-llTI as shown in the 
comer. The programmed height was 400llm.  
I n  figures 6 .22 and 6 .23 ,  a 6 elements copper array microstructure was fablicated by 
paral le l  deposition using a microelectrode of 55  PtlIr (90% 1 0%) tips of diameters equal 
25/-lm as shown i n  the comer. Note the microstructures are almost of the same height. 
The diameters of the microstmctures equal the tip diameter at the base and then it 
becomes less. These m icro array antennas can be uti l ized in the upper GHz range 
appl ications. The fabrication process parameters must be optimized further to obtain 
confined and repeatable  microstructures. 
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Figure 6 .22 :  SEM image for a 6-elements copper array microstructure was fabricated by 
paral lel  deposition using a microelectrode of 55 P Ir (90% 1 0%) tips of diameters equal 
25�m as shown in the comer. The programmed height was 300�m. 
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Figure 6 .23 :  The array shown in  the previous image from a di fferent angle. 
In figure 6 .24, 3 elements copper array microstructure is fabricated by paral lel  deposition 
u ing a microelectrode of 55 PtJ rr  (90% 1 0%) tips of diameters equal 25)lm as shown in 
the comer. ote the final microstructures are almost of the same height. However, the 
diameters and the resol ution of the microstructures must be enhanced further. 
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Figure 6 .24: S E M  image for a 3 -elements copper array microstructure fabIicated by 
paral le l  deposition using a microelectrode of 55 Ptl l r  (90% 1 0%) tips of diam eters equal 
251lm as hown in the comer. The programmed height is 1 40llm. 
In figure 6.25,  an array of 5-nickel elements is fabricated by paral lel deposition using a 
microelectrode of 55 PtJI r  (90% 1 0%) tips of diameters equal 25�lm as shown in the 
comer. Note the microstructures are almost of the same height except the one in the 
middle where the user inactivated the tip after starting the deposition process. However, 
the diameters, porosity and the resolution of the microstructures must be enhanced 
further. 
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Figure 6 .25 :  SEM image for a 5-elements nickel array microstructure fabricated by 
paral le l  deposition using a micro electrode of 55 Ptl Ir  (90% 1 0%) tips of diameters equal 
2511m as shO\:vn in the comer. The programmed height is 1 80l1m. Note the 
micro tructures are almost of the same height except the one in the m iddle where the user 
witched the tip off after starting the deposition process. However, the diameters, 
poro ity and the resolution of the microstructures must be enhanced further. 
6.4 E rror Analysis 
In case of serial deposition algorithm , movement of the m icroe1ectrode is  required 
between locations on the substrate. I n  order to test the actuator error during th is process, a 
Lab V I EW code was written where the picomotor was continuously moving between two 
locations on the substrate back and forth .  The two locations separated by 500l1m were 
identi fied on the substrate by the aid of the microscope. 40 movement loops were 
completed by the picomotor and the error wa unnot iceable. The specification of the 
picomotors indicate elTor range of about 1 11m per hal f-inch movement. Note that this 
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re u l t  indi ate that the picomotors alone can be u ed with acceptable prec ision i n  the 
LED proce . 
The fol lowing tables show the verti al error result ing from the movement of the 
microelectr de in the Z-axi when enough depo ilion is  achieved. During this work, open 
loop picomotor was u ed to mo e the microelectrode in the vettical direction. Note that 
the enor are taken rougbly using the SEM images of the microstructures. 
Table 6. 1 :  Enor analysis for single column deposition 
Average measured 
Programmed height of the % Error Height (Jlm) microstructure (Using 
SEM) (Jlm) 
400 40 1 0 .25 
800 700 1 3  
400 3 50 1 3  
Table 6 .2 :  EITor analysi for selial fabrication/discrete algorithm 
Table 6 .3 :  Error analysis for paral lel  fabrication algOlithm 
Average measured 
Programmed height of the % Error Height (Jlm) microstructure (Using 
SEM) (Jlm) 
200 1 3 3 34 
400 350 1 3  
300 200 34 
1 40 1 00 28 
500 300 38 
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6.5 Effect of tip diameter 
ccording to figure 6. 1 7-6.25 table 6.4 how the effect of th tip diameter on the 
fabri ati n f array micr tructure . It can be se n that very smal l t ips wi l l  introduce less 
fringing a11d Ie s depo it ion ba but higher diameter wi l l  introduce sign i ficant fringing 
and large deposit ion ba e. Tip diameter that is  comparable with the distance between the 
t ip wi l l  not improve the re olution of the array a shown in the case of the heptode array. 
The dep i l ion success of the larger diameter was observed, as the area of the electrode 
avai lable for oxidization reaction i greater. 
Table 6.4 :  E ffect of t ip diameter on the fabrication of the array microstructures. 
Electrode Tip 
Fringing Effect Resolution of Deposition Diameter (f.lm) the array success rate 
7 Low -- -
25 Medium (at the Base) ++ +++ 
1 00 Large (at the Base) + + 
6.6 Effect of t ip materia l  
According to the figures 6 . 1 6-6.25, table 6 .5  shows the effect of the microelectrode t ip 
material on the fabrication of an-ay microstructures. I t  can be seen that plat inum/I ridium 
tips are more successful in achieving deposition compared with copper and nickel . The 
structures are more symmetrical using the Ptf I r  microelectrode while the structures are 
very porous using the copper microelectrode tips. This is due to the fact that the Pt is i nert 
material i n  the electrolyte and suitable for electrodeposition process, which i l lustrates 
why Pt microelectrodes are widely used in the LED research .  As indicated earl ier the 
mechanism of deposition depends on the type of the used t ip material ,  as it wi l l  affect the 
charge transfer that is tak ing place during the electrochemical reactions. 
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Table 6. - : Effect of ele trode tip material on the fabricated micro tructure. 
Electrode Tip Reaction Current Porosity and Deposition 
Material (Fabrication Rate) Symmetry success rate 
Pu Ir (90° ° 1 0°,<» + + +++ 
Copper - - -
Nickel + + + 
6.7 Effect of t ips spacing 
According to figure 6 . 1 6-6 .25,  table 6.6 shows the effect of the electrode t ips spacing on 
the fabrication of array micro tructures. It can be seen that when the tips are so close 
from ea h other a i n  the ca e of the heptode array, fringing wil l  be significant and 
indiv idual array microstructure cannot be real ized. W hen increasing the tip spac ing to 
more than hvice the tip diameter, microstructures wi l l  grow more independently. The 
depo it ion rate is  also higher in the case of large tips spac ing. 
T b I 6 6 E f£ t f f d ' • tl fab 'cated m 'crostmcture 
Electrode Tips Mutual Coupling Resolution Deposition 
spacing (J.lm) success rate 
1 0  H igh -- -
1 50 H igh/Medium +- +-
200 Medium + + 
6.8 Effect of electrolyte 
According to figures 6 . 1 7-6.25 ,  table 6.7 shows the effect of the electrolyte type on the 
fabrication of array microstructures. It turned that copper sulphate and nickel sulphate 
can produce high aspect ratio structures. However the nickel proved to be more 
successful  to be depo ited although the substrate was copper in the both cases. On the 
other hand, Rare earth metals deposition was not promising. The deposit ion wa taking a 
dot or fi lm look and localization does not impose microstructure growth. Further studies 
must be conducted in this regard. 
xperimental Pr 
ate 
Rare earth metals (cerium 
carbide, eodymium chloride 




From the above re ults it i c lear that LED can produce microstructure arrays from 
di fferent matelials and by di fferent geometries and resolutions. In this work, copper, 
nickel and rar earth metal l ike ceriwn and erbiwn were investigated. The technique 
ucce ful ly  pr duced array elements that can be implemented in  microelectronics 
indu try. However, the fabrication process parameters as the deposit ion threshold, 
ele trode potential ,  withdrawal speed, electrolyte concentration and microelectrode array 
geom tr mu t be optimized in order to obtain a confined structure with high degree of 
symmetry. The deposition of rare earth metals needs further investigation. 
s shown also in the above results, LED can produce microstructures of di fferent 
geometries. The resolution of the process is deteml ined by the tip diameter. It is shown 
that LED can produce high a pect ratio microstructures of I OOllm and 251lm diameter . I f  
an appl ication requires a mixture o f  di fferent diameters, an array o f  variable tip diameter 
can olve thi problem. 
Compared with serial deposition, paral lel  deposition can real ize array structure with less 
separation between the individual array elements. Also, by using parallel deposition 
algorithm, no time is  wasted in mo ing the microelectrode between the desired locations. 
As a re ult, al l structures wi l l  be under the same experimental conditions. Also the user 
has more freedom to choose the desired geometry by j ust switching some tips in the array 
off. Para l lel deposition when implemented with optimized process parameters wi l l  lead 
to an i ncrease in the overal l production rate of micro tructures. The disad antage of 
paral lel  deposition is that some tips (especia l ly on the edges of the microelectrode) may 
consume the electrolyte and block the electrolyte from di ffusing to the other tips 
espe ial l y  the i nner tips in the array. This may cause some porosity in the inner elements 
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1 11 the array. Thi may be 01 ed by increa ing the electrolyte concentration and 
continu usly steering the electr Iyte during the deposition proce s in order to al low the 
eJectr lyte to enter to the inner tip . However, further investigation must be performed to 
enhance the depo ition profi le of the technique. 
ncl u  i n and Future Work 1 06 
Chapter 7 :  
Conclusion and Future Work 
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7 . 1 onelu  ion 
In  thi \\' rk, a new capabil i ty to local ized electrochemical deposition ( LED)  technique 
was added. Thi capabi l i ty i the abi l i ty of LED to fabricate array microstructures. In this 
\ ork, di fferent LED fabrication methodologie to fabricate array microstructures using 
erial and paral lel  deposition algorithm were inve t igated which in tum can be used as 
arra micro antenna . In  serial deposition technique, s ingle t ip microelectrode is  used to 
create array micr structures selia l ly  (element by element) .  This process is  t ime 
con uming, re olution- l imited and suffers from the repeatab i l ity drawback. On the other 
hand, the methodology of paral lel micro fabrication using multi-tip microelectrode was 
inve t igated for the first t ime. This algorithm is based on using tip array micro electrode 
in tead of Ingle t ip microelectrode to fabricate m icrostructures. Paral lel deposition is  
ba ed on gating the array t ips on and off based on their individual deposition 
perfonnan e. A I L  of the individual tips are monitored and if any tip produced sufficient 
deposition, i t  \ i l l  be turned off to al low other tips to reach to this level .  Once all the tips 
achieve enough and equal deposition level the m icroelectrode wi l l  be pul led away from 
the substrate and the whole process is  repeated unti l  the total height of the elements is  
achieved. I n  th is  way al l  of the microstructures wi l l  grow simultaneously. The process is  
control led via a contro l l i ng code written in  Lab V IEW, which is used to monitor the 
deposition current and compare it with the threshold value and trigger an actuator to 
move the array away from the substrate in the 3 D  space unt i l  the total desired height i s  
ach ieved. 
Paral lel depo ition algori thm can produce an array of microstructures of the ame height. 
In this way, the outcome of this process wi l l be useful as an array antenna used 111 
gigahertz and terahertz frequency range. I f  the paral le l  deposition technique IS  
programmed to yield variable segments heights then a discrete surfaces can be real ized. 
These discrete surfaces maybe integrated as dish antenna or as structuring elements for 
MEMS appl ications. The geometry of the m icroelectrode array used for paral lel 
deposition i s  very crit ical i n  the whole process and must be careful ly designed in  order to 
obtain confi ned structures. In this work, the fabrication process is  total ly  automated and 
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the u er interaction i kept to minimum.  This wi l l  enhance the LED fabrication process 
t \"ard ful l  and complete tandardization. 
A compari on b tween the elial deposition and the parallel deposition algoritlun is 
hO\\- n in the table 7 . 1 .  Parallel deposition can produce array microstructures faster than 
serial dep ition. However, the porosity and confinement of the microstructure i s  
uffering from poor fe ding of the electrolytes to the i nner tips in the array where the 
di ffu ion is i nterrupted by either the generated air bubbles or by the other deposited 
-tructure act ing a a balTier for the electrolyte to d iffu e freely to the i nner tips in the 
array. E lectrolyte concentration, electrode material ,  tip potential and other process 
materials must be optimized before serial deposition is replaced by the parallel deposition 
algoritlun. 
Table 7 . 1 :  Comparison between paral lel  and seriaJ fabIication algoIi thms 
Serial Parallel 
Depositioll Deposition 
Microeleclrode Single t ip Multi  tip 
Fabrication + -
rate 
Poro ity and + -
cOJ�fiJ1emellt 
Resolution - + 
During this work, copper and nickel microstructures were successful ly deposited. Results 
show that tl1ere is  a minimum tips separation distance below which alTay microstructure 
CalIDot be achieved. I nvestigation was also carried for the case of rare earth metals but 
further work m ust be done. Also, di fferent tip geometries were investigated. LED proved 
that it can produce m icrostructures with various resolutions. The tip diameter controls 
the resol ution of the process while the distances between the tips determine the distances 
between the microstructures within the array. During this work, m icrostructures with 
diameters of about the 1 00llm and 251lm were real ized. The LED process proved that it 
can be a promising teclmique to fabricate arbitrary 3D microstructures however furt11er 
invest igation and development m ust be perfonned in  order to come up willi a standard 
technology suitable for commercial use. 
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7.2 Fu ture \Vork 
In thi work, a e lf-made multi-t ip microelectrode was implemented. However, there was 
Ie ontrol on th di tance between the tips. For future work, I recommend the 
fol lowing: 
• De. ign and machine a multi-tip microelectrode array with defined geometry and 
defined tip paration. The optimum design for this  microelectrode array has a 
l arge number of tips ( ay 50*50).  The user has the abi l i ty to program the 
microelectrode to \' ork as 2*2 or 8*8  or e en any structure by choosing which 
element are to be activated. This wi l l  heavi ly  reduce the cost for the LECD 
technique and wi l l  open the door for the micromachining of arbitrary structures. 
• De ign and implement a control ler code that is able to control the fabrication 
proce s while enhancing the resolution, accuracy and repeatabi l i ty of the 
tructure. 
• Implant the switching circuit on a microcontrol ler ( for example simple PIC 
m icrocontrol ler) and integrate it  with the microelectrode array. 
• Implement further experiments to understand the paral lel  deposition teclmique 
and try to optimize its parameters to get arious structures of 3D features. 
• Create a mathematical model for the parallel deposition technique as the model 
avai lab le in l i terature is concerned with single tip microelectrode. 
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Appendix A: Block diagram code for the paral lel  deposition algorithm written in 
Lab lEW. The program i de igned to al low the user to control and monitor the LED 
paral lel  deposition algorithm . ote when the current reaches a value more than the 
thre hold indicating by the peak ill the graph, it  means that enough deposition has been 
ach ieved. 
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dx dy Array 
X Velocity 20.00 
Y velocity 20.00 
ppendix C: Block diagram code used to move the microelectrode in  the cel l .  
• OO .... N ,,/ .--' 
dZ 2 00  v? .m 
'?P.t EJectrcde T P OFF 
Vo� \0-5) 
5.00 ) 
PIfil1 Orrents '<S dIStance lium the substrate 
Plot 0 
.\,dJl15t Plot 1 
plot 2 













SO.50 75.50 100 50 125.50 150.50 175.50 200.50 2�'5.SO 250.50 275.50 296.:.0 0.00 
DIStarc8 n MICrometer 0.00 
Appendix 0: Block diagram code used for in i tial po ition ing of the microelectrode. 
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